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1. Introduction

The relationship of energy to

particularly other inputs, has not

other variables in

been studied until

has been relatively cheap, available and of virtually

the production process,

recently as energy

no concern. In fact,

the energy eector had been investigated in isolation from the rest of the

U.S. economy as it was felt that energy had little impact on the economy.

The situation at this time is different.

risen significantly since 1973 and it has

Relative prices of energy have

been perceived that this price

increase has had significant impact on the U.S.

beginning to be quantified.

The effect increased energy prices have on

economy. That

the economy is

effect is just

difficult

to quantify as it is not certain how energy consumption is linked to

economic growth. One method that has been utilized to quantify the effect

of higher energy prices on output (and thus the relationship of energy

consumption and economic growth) is measurement of the elasticities of

substitution between energy and other inputs. Economic theory indicates

that if energy and other inputs, in particular capital, are complements,

increases in energy prices will lead to decreases in capital investment

and ultimately decreases in output and the rate of growth. If, however,

energy and capital are substitutes it is not clear that growth will

decrease. What is important, here, is the magnitude of the elasticity

of substitution. For instance, if the elasticity of substitution is

close to zero, substitution possibilities are limited and even though

the inputs are substitutes, growth may decrease. If the elasticity of

substitution between energy and other inputs is large
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growth may not necessarily decrease as other inputs could easily

the place of energy in the production process.

The major objective of this paper is to determine what impact energy

prices have had on input substitution. If a micro approach is taken, it

is felt that the actual reaction of output cannot be determined, as many

macroeconomic forces also affect output in the economy. Determining the

relationship of inputs, or the response of inputs,to increased energy

prices is the first step in determining the effect higher energy prices

have on the economy.

Two models which estimate the relationship of inputs in the production

process are presented in this paper

and agriculture for 1947 to 1976.1’

non-linear model. In this model, a

using data for 20 manufacturing sectors

The first model discussed is a static,

cost function approach is taken to

estimate the elasticities of

and intermediate materials.

Cox cost function introduced

cost function allows

~/ The sectors

substitution between capital, labor, energy

The cost function used is a generalized Box-

by Khaled (1978). The generalized BOX-COX

the estimation of elasticities of substitution, bias

analyzed are: (20) food products, (21) tobacco
products, (22) textiles, (23) apparel, (24) lumber and wood products,
(25) furniture, (26) paper products, (27) printing and publishing, (28)
chemicals, (29) petroleum products, (30) rubber products, (31) leather
products, (32) stone, clay, glass products, (33) primary metals, (34)
fabricated metals, (35) machinery, (36) electronic equipment, (37)
transportation equipment, (38) instruments, (39) miscellaneous manu-
facturing and (40) agriculture.

The variables used are as follows: The capital variable is measured
as gross book value, a stock variable. The labor variable includes
production and nonproduction labor. The energy variable includes energy
forms used for heat, light and power in the production process. Inter-
mediate materials includes all raw and semi-finished materials purchased
by firms. It does not include advertising, insurance or other overhead
costs . See the Appendix to this for a more detailed description of the
variables used as data.
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to technical change and returns to scale. As will be discussed, all 21

sectors were not analyzed in this framework because of cost constraints.

The second model discussed is a dynamic, linear model. T%is dynamic

model is from the.time series genre called vector autoregressions. In this

vector autoregressive model, dynamic own and cross elasticities of input

demand are estimated for capital, labor, energy and materials. These

dynamic elasticities describe how the economy shifts from a point on one

isoquant to another due to changes in relative prices of inputs. Because

the time series data is available by sector, it is desirable to use all

of the data in obtaining sectoral estimates. The method of incorporating

the pooled data in this model is less restrictive than standard pooling

procedures. The method used is a Bayesian procedure which utilizes an

exchangeability prior. This exchangeability prior is discussed in

conjunction with the vector autoregressive model.

2.1 Model Specification of the Generalized BOX-COX Cost Function

The Generalized BOX-COX functional form (GBC), although it is’

static, is used because it is the least restrictive of the functional

forms for cost functions. It allows the simultaneous estimation of

elasticities of substitution,,returns to scale and bias to technical

change. This flexibility is obtained with a highly non-linear form.

It should be noted that with this flexibility, estimation becomes more

difficult than with more linear functions.

The most general form of the generalized BOX-COX cost functions

proposed by Khaled (1978) is:
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(1) c = {1 + A[uo+Eiai(P;’@)+ l/2zizjyij (Ppj(P&]}l/~

a/2 A/2 A/2

. y(t3+ 0/2 in Y + Zi@i in Pi) exp {t(~o + xi~i in Pi)}

[i, j = K, L, E, M]

where

C is total cost

Pi are prices of labor (L), capital (K), energy (E) and

intermediate materials (M)

In this specification these prices are assumed to be exogenous.

Y is output, it is also assumed to be exogenous.

t is time

This cost function places no a priori restrictions on scale economies,

technical change bias, elasticities of substitution or elasticities of

input demand. In addition, this form has as special cases the

generalized Leontief, the generalized square root quadratic and the

translog.

The cost function has as its dual a production function. This

cost function is dual to the production function the same way the

indirect utility function is dual to the direct utility functions’

That is, the use of the cost function provides a way of finding the

~/ This form is the same as that given in Berndt and Khaled (1978).
Berndt and Khaled used the generalized BOX-COX function with annual data
from 1947-1971 to estimate the relationship between capital, labor, energy
and materials in U.S. manufacturing.

~/ This analogy is made in Christensen, Jorgensen, Lau (1973,
p. 28). -
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production parameters such as input substitution parameters, input demand

parameters, returns to scale parameters and bias to technical change with-

out actually knowing the structure of the production function.

The condition of linear homogeneity of prices must be met in order

for this cost function to be dual to a well-behaved production function

that is linearly homogeneous in inputs. Linear homogeneity of prices

implies that a proportional increase in all input prices increases cost

proportionately. Mathematically this condition is written:

(2) C(PP1,....pPn. T) = PC(P1,. ... Pn, T).

When linear price homogeneity is imposed on the generalized BOX-COX cost

function this condition (2) implies the following restrictions:

(3) Xiai = 1 + aao

Z“f +i
ij

‘i$i = O and ZiTi = O.

When these conditions are imposed the GBC function for each sector can be

written:

,
l/,1 (q +; in Yr + Xi~ir in Pir)

(4) Cr = {+zizjyijr P;(2 Pj:’2} Yr

. exp {t(.or + ~i.ir In Pir) } [i, j = K,L,E,M; r = 1,2, ...m (sector)].

When 1 = 1, the generalized BOX-COX cost function in (4) is equivalent to

the generalized Leontief cost function. When L= 2, the GBC function is

equivalent to the generalized square root quadratic~ and when 1 + O, the

GBC is equivalent to the translog cost function.
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The GBC function that appears in (4) is nonhomothetic with exponential

nonneutral technical change. By imposing conditions on the parameters,

other structural forms can be obtained. For instance, if $i = O for all

i is imposed, the production structure is homothetic. This structure can

be further restricted if, in addition, 8 = O is imposed. In this case

1’
production is homogeneous of degree —.

6
The most restrictive structure,

homogeneity of degree one (constant returns to scale), is obtained if, in

addition to the above two restrictions, 6 = 1 is imposed. Hicks neutral

technical change can be imposed by constraining ~i = O, for all i. If

this condition is not imposed, technical change is factor i-saving if

‘i
< 0 or factor i-using if ~i > 0.

The more restrictive conditions will not be imposed on the GBC

function to be estimated because the least restrictive form is a priori

the most justifiable. This least restrictive model (4) will be estimated

with gross output and the four input prices; price of capital, energy,

labor and intermediate inputs as explanatory variables.

Since Pm is included in the cost function in (4) it is not necessary

to assume weak separability of PK, PL, PE from PM in the cost function

(as is necessary if only P~, PL and PE are included in the specification).

It is necessary, however, to assume weak separability of the form:

(5) c = C[PK(PU, ....Pm). PL(PL1,... ,PLL), PE(PE1,.. .,PEE)S

PM(’pms ●..NM)l

where

‘K’ ‘L’
PE and PM are aggregate index prices of individual components

4/
(P=), (PLi), (PEi) and (Pm) respectively.–

~/ See Bemdt and Christensen (1973).
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It is most desirable to test (5), but individual data are not reaclily

available, making this test impossible. Weak separability of this type

is, by necessity, assumed to exist.

Taking the derivative of the unit cost function (4) with respect to

Pi, utilizing Shephard’s lemma (aC/aPi= Xi) and dividing by Yr gives

input-output equations

x, ac/ap.
(6) bir =&= 3Y ‘r

r r

A/2

= ‘fzjaijr ‘>) }

ir

omr++ in Yr + Xi I$irin Pir) -1]
S Yv

L

c 1-a c
. exp {At(~or + ZiTir In Pir)} (# ) + (Oir In yr + Tirt) ~

ir ir

[r = 1, .... m; i, j = K,L,E,M],

where X. refers to input i in sector r and c
Ir

r is unit cost C/Y,

These equations for bir in (6) are the equations that are used in estimating

the coefficients of the cost function for each sector using annual.data from

1947 to 1976. Cost.constraints made it necessary to limit

sectors being considered to five. These five sectors were

basis of two criteria. First, the sectors were ordered by

sectors with the largest output were then ordered by their

the number of

chosen on the

output. The 10

energy output

ratio. The five sectors with the highest energy-output ratio were chosen

This procedure was used so the largest producing sectors with the highest

energy use would be selected. The five sectors selected for analysis

5/
were:—

Sector 26 Paper and Allied Products

Sector 28 Chemical and Allied Products

J/ The two digit number refers to the 2-digit SIC code number except
for agriculture.
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Sector 29 Petroleum and Coal Products

Sector 33 Primary Metal Industries

Sector 40 Agriculture

Several regularity conditions must be met in order to have a well

behaved cost function. These conditions are monotonicity ofthe cost

function and concavity in input prices. Monotonicity or positivity, as

it is sometimes called, is met if each estimated cost share is positive.

If the cost function is concave in input prices its cost shares will

also be concave in those input prices. Concavity is met if the Hessian

matrix:

[1(7) 212c
ap.ap
lj

is negative definite at each observation,~’ These conditions must

checked at each observation to $nsure that the GBC is well behaved

be

at

all points of estimation.

Uzawa (1962) showed that the Allen partial elasticities of substi-

tution (AES) can be obtained from the cost function. This relationship

is

.-

(8) Uij =% i,j = K,L,E,M
ij

where subscripts refer to first and second order derivatives with respect

to P
7/

and P..—
i J

&/ Binswanger (1974b) points out that (7) can be translated into
the matrix of Allen partial elasticities of substitution (AES)[CJijl.

7/ Uzawa (1962) proved this for thehomogeneous production function.
This ~roof was extended to the nonhomogeneous production function by
.Binswanger (1974a, p. 378).
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This relationship can be used to derive the elasticity of substitu-

tion for the GBC function:

(PiP.)~’2
(9)

‘ij
=1-a+y

ijSS
ij

c 1-A

A($. lnY+~,t) $.lnY+~,t @ilnY+~it
+

s
+a{l-

S
}

j j ‘:L

[i,j =K, L, E, M; i#j]

p!

(lo) Uii = l-a + Yii —~=2
i

—
-A

c

1-

[

1‘i in Y + Tit
+A

Si
+ A{l -

.1

i-- -i
C$Iiin Y + -rit ‘@i in Y + Tit

}
‘i

Si

I_ -J

+;{l-
gl(~ilny+~it)}+-~

Si
[i = K, L, E, M]

i i

where

Si, Sj refer to the CoSt Shares of i, j;

Pixi
Si =

ziPixi
[i,j = K, L, E, Ml

‘y ‘metry ‘ij = ‘ji”

Allen (1938) shows that elasticities of input demand are related to

elasticities of substitution by:

gl
These elasticities were derived by Berndt and Khaled (1978, p. 8).
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ax. P
(11)

l~=e
apj Xi ij = ‘jUij

Vi, j= K, L,E, M

Xi are inputs.

From (11) inferences about input demand relationships can be made from the

sign of a... If o > 0, the inputs x and X. are substitutes because S.
lJ ij i J J

is always greater than zero, thus implying c > 0, i.e. Xi and x. are
ij J

substitutes. Conversely if a < 0, Xi and Xj are complements since because S.
ij J

always positive implies C4+<0. In this case another input, ~-, substitutes
‘J

for Xi and Xj as the use of both inputs diminishes if

one increases,

From the latter relationship, it is obvious that

of relationships must be made in order to have stable

has established two such relationships. These are:

1<

the price of either

some qualification

input demand. Allen

2) Not all u can be negative< in addition
ij

the positive u 1s
ij

must be either greater in number or quantity than the negative

10/
‘ij “—

In addition to the elasticity of substitution, the elasticity of

total factor productivity can be obtained from the cost function. The

elasticity of total factor productivity is the percentage change in output

~/ Note that the own elasticity of substitution, aii, is related to

the elasticity of input demand by the relationship Uii = ~ e
ii” ‘e

cost share, S , is always positive. The elasticity of inp?itdemand, c..,
is always neg;tive, thus the own elasticity of substitution is negativ&?

10/ Allen (1938, p..504-508).—
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over time. If input levels are held constant the change in output over

time is directly attributable to changes in factor productivity. Thus if

output increases over time, holding inputs and all else constant, this in-

crease in output is directly attributable to increased productivity of all

factors of production. Ohta (1974) defines the primal elasticity of pro-

ductivity Cft (where primal refers to the production function), in terms

of the cost function elasticities as:

(12)
aft

= ~ln f(X,t) = c~~ 0 cct
at

where Y = f(X,t) is the production function.

The terms, e~~ and c are the returns to scale and rate of total cost
Ct’

diminution respectively. The returns to scale, c
-1

, defined mathemati-
cs

tally to be

(13) E;; =
1

{~ In C/8 in Y)

is the change in output due to a change in cost. The rate of total cost

diminution, E is defined mathematically to be
Ct‘

(14) E = -31nC/alnt
Ct

E is the decrease in cost of production over time, holding inputs con-
Ct

stant. If decreases in cost occur over time, this implies c is positive,
Ct

and total factor productivity will be increased. In the empirical work

Berndt and Khaled have done, they found that ect is a relatively small

number, usually less than 0.01 percent, thus decreases in cost are small

and occur slowly over time.
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In the context of the GBC function in (4), the expression for total factor

productivity is:

-(TO + ZiTi in Pi) 11/
.—

(15) ‘ft = 6+61nY+Zi@ilnP
[i = K, L, E, M]

i

In this expression both P% and Y can affect factor productivity. If the

various homothetic constraints (all $1 = O, 8 = O and @ = 1) and Hicks neutral

technical change (all Ti = O) are imposed, the effects of Pi and Y on total

factor productivity are wiped out. This measurement will be especially

useful in looking at the effect of increased energy prices on total factor

productivity.

The basic assumptions discussed in this model involve simultaneous

measurement of returns to scale, technical change bias, elasticities of

substitution and functional form. Diamond and McFadden

(1965) contended that the first three of these cannot be estimated simul-

taneously, unless sufficient structural form is given. Berndt and Khaled

contended that the function has sufficient form to allow estimation of all

of these phenomena. The returns to scale Berndt and Khaled obtained seemed

surprisingly large to them. Berndt and Khaled stated that there is a

rationale for the existences of scale economies on an aggregate analysis.

Namely, in the imperfect market, any existing excess capacity in each firm

is eventually incorporated into the production process. This could mean

that increasing returns to scale are observed if

11/ This expression was derived in Berndt—

the absorption of excess

and Khaled (1978, p. 7)
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12/capacity is more highly correlated with output than with time.— Berndt

and Khaled feel that this argument may explain the large returns to scale

they observed.

2.2 The Stochastic Specification of the Generalized BOX-COX Cost Function

The main step in the stochastic specification is determining the

likelihood function of the nonlinear generalized BOX-COX cost function.

The specification of this likelihood function follows Berndt and Khaled

(1978).

The crucial assumption in specification of the likelihood function

is that errors occur in cost mir.imization and inputs are

knowledge that errors in cost minimization have occurred.

sectoral input-output value, b* is then written as
irt’

chosen with the

The observed

‘i$ir ln ‘irt)-1]

. exp [At(~O + Z.T in Pir)]
1 ir

C* (1-a )
C*

. (&) + ($ir in Yrt + Tir t) & ‘+Eirt
irt irt

[i,j=K, L, E, M;r=l, ....mandt=l. .,.T.j

birt from equation (6) is the equilibrium input-output value.

b~ is the observed input output value.
irt

12/ This argument was given in Berndt and Khaled (.~9789PO 28)s—
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C is equilibrium unit cost and
rt

C* is observed unit cost.
rt

E is the error term.
irt

It is assumed that Cirt N N(O, uir).

Correlation across i is not assumed to be zero, that is E C’ =Z
rr r“

t refers to time.

Notice that errors enter b~rt through cirt and c~ ~3f
rt”

All of the parameters of the BOX-COX cost function (4) are contained

in the input-output values (6). Thus estimation can be accomplished by

simultaneous estimation ofb~r . The cost function does not have to be in-

cluded in the estimation because b~r contains all the parameters, adding

14/c* would be redundant.—
r To do this simultaneous estimation, b;rmust be

incorporated into the likelihood function. Since the birare assumed to be

multivariate normal, the form of the concentrated log-likelihood function

for each sector is:

13/ Berndt and Khaled (1978) note that b* # birt + Eirt as c~t— irt
has replaced crt in birt. In addition, one should note that the stochastic
specification in this model is completely different from the stochastic
specification used in most translog models. In the stochastic specifi-

cation of the GBC, error is assumed to exist both in cost minimization and
in the optimal use of the inputs. In the stochastic specification of the
translog errors are assumed to occur only in the cost share. Thus even

if the GBC approaches the translog analytically as A+O, the translog model
as specified by Berndt and Wood (1975) is not equivalent to the translog
case of the Berndt and Khaled (1978) model.

14/ Berndt and Khaled (1978) note that no restrictions imposing
C;t>c ‘are imposed as this would be extremely complex to do in practice.

rt
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T.

(17) lnLr= constant ‘~ln l~rl ‘til ln llJrtllo

where ~r is the covariance matrix measuring

i equations, i = K, L, E, M, and llJrtll is

correlation among

the absolute value of

the Jacobian discussed below.

An expression for the Jacobian must be obtained to estimate the

concentrated log likelihood function. The input-output value b~rt in (16)

must be rewritten in terms of eirt.

1/2

(18) Cirt = b~rt ‘{~~jYijr (pjrt/pirt) }

A[(Br +%jln Yrt + Zioir in Pirt)-l)l
Y
rt

C;t 1-?! C*

exp [At(~or +ZiTir In Pirt)l (~ ) + (Qir in Yrt i-rirt)&-.
irt irt

for i, j =K, L, E, M;r=l, ....m. t=l, ....T.

Recall that the Jacobian is the matrix of first partials whose typical

element is

3E.

(19) J,t= [~1.
jrt

The terms of the Jacobian are obtained by taking the partial derivative

of E with respect to b*irt and b? This gives:
irt Jrt”
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8E 1/2 a/2
(20) *= 1 - (l-a){:zixjyijr Pirt Pjrt )

irt

~[(~r +~ln Yrt + Zi$ir In Pirt)-l]
. Y

rt

. exp kt(~or + ZiTir In P ) “ (c~t)‘A + ($irirt
in Yrt + ~irt)

. 1- {(mcrt~ (c;t)-~ + ($ir in Yrt + -t-it t)} = I - Bir

and

ac.
(21) *= > [(l-A) ‘~ ~”izjyijrpirt

A/2 p A/21

jrt irt
jrt

a[(k3r + ~ In Yrt + ‘i$i in ‘irt)- 11
. Y-+LL

. exp [J.t(~or+ ~i~ir in Pirt)] (c~t)‘A + (Oir in Yrt + ~irt)]

k {(l-l)c;t
= Pirt

(c;t)-~+ ($ir in Yrt + Tirt)}

Substituting each of the respective terms into the Jacobian and taking

the determinant gives

(22) detlJrt\ = 1- ZiBir = 1 - (1-A) (crt)a (C;t)-a = 1- (I-A) (>)a

rt

as the terms Zi@i and ZiTi equal O by the constraints given in (3).
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The likelihood function is obtained by substituting (22) into (17).

This gives:

(23) In Lr = constant -~l~rl +t~lln [1-(1-1) (>)Al
c
rt

A

where Zir = ErE~ the covariance matrix discussed in (16).

In estimation, observed cost is substituted into (23) for c?* and the cost
rt

function from (4) is also substituted into (23); this log-likelihood

function is maximized over the 19 free parameters.

When the value A.=0(translog case) is substituted into (23), notice

that the detlJrtl = O. The logarithm of zero is undefined, so the like-

lihood function is not defined at this point. The likelihood function is

continuous at this point, but numerically the translog function cannot be

estimated. Because the likelihood function is continuous, values of A

close to zero can be used to evaluate the likelihood function. Comparison

with values of the likelihood function for other values of A helps to

determine if a global maximum exists at A= O. Now that the likelihood

function has been derived, the stochastic specification is complete

except for determining the variance of the estimate.

A property

of the estimates

intuitive as the

of maximum likelihood estimates is that

can be obtained from the inverse of the

Hessian or matrix of second derivatives

the standard error

Hessian. This is

gives the rate of

change of the function. In one dimension, a large second derivative

indicates the function has a steep peak. The inverse of this large

second derivative is small meaning the maximum of the function occurs
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within a small area. This is proved rigorously in Dhrymes (1970, p. 122-3).

Asymptotically it is proved that

where o is the vector of parameters

P is the vector of variables

00 is the vector of true parameters

L(P,@) is the log-likelihood function

T is the number of observations.

2.3 Estimation Procedure for the Generalized BOX-COX Cost Function—

To obtain estimates c]fthe Generalized BOX-COX cost function, a pro-

gram was written

approximate both

Initially, ZXMIN

15/
that utilizes ZXMIN.—

the gradient and Hessian

was used in this manner,

by numerical methods. This, however, was

This program will numerically

of the likelihood function.

where the gradient was obtained

costly and required many func-

tion evaluations for each iteration. To cut computer time, ZXMIN was

altered so that it utilized the analytically derived gradient. The prob-

lem of the Hessian proved less solvable since the Hessian is a 19 x 19

symmetric matrix. The symmetry decreases the number of unique entries,

however, 190 entries still

15/ ZXMIN is part of
sity = Minnesota Computer
function was minimized.

exist to

the IMSL
Center.

16/ The equation to calculate
matri~is n(n+l) where n = 19.

2

16/
be calculated.—

library available through the Univer-
The negative of the log likelihood

the number of entries in a symmetric
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For this reason, a numerical approximation which updates the Hessian was

used

with

good

good

that

(the initial Hessian used is the identity matrix.)”’ The problem

this large ‘number of parameters is that it is difficult to obtain a

approximation of the Hessian. This presents a problem in obtaining

estimates of the standard errors.

There are other approximations of the standard error of the estimates

use only first derivatives. The method actually used in this thesis

to obtain the estimates of the standard error is that suggested by Maddala

(1977, p. 179). Maddala states that other methods of nonlinear estimation

which also use first derivatives to approximate the Hessian such as the

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method (Maddala (1977, p. 173)) are numerical techniques

that do not use the properties of the likelihood function. The method Maddala

describes is a method of estimation first suggested by Berndt, Hall, Hall and

Hausman (1974). In this procedure the Hessian is approximated by

(25) Q($) =: a In f(Pt, $) 2
[’ a+ 1

t=l

where in f(Pt, 0) is the log-likelihood function at each

observation, t=l,,)T.

of Q(O) gives the estimate of the variance of the estimates.

found that when the value of A changed the value of the other

The inverse

It was

parameters changed greatly. Thus final estimates for one value of 1 did

not serve as good initial estimates for another value of 1. So a fine

17/ The method utilized by ZXMIN is the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
(DFP)~ethod of updating the Hessian.
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grid search over A again was not feasible because of cost constraints.

To approximate a more coarse grid search, three values of L were chosen.

The values of A are .5, 1 and 2. The function was estimated for each of

these values of A for each of the five sectors separately. The value

of A

3.1

for which the likelihood function is largest will be discussed.

Model Specification for the Vector Autoregressive Model

The model described in this section, called a vector autoregression,

differs from the static model described above in several ways.

vector autoregression is explicitly dynamic. The main interest

study is to determine the reaction of the economy to increases

First, the

in this

in energy

price; this is a dynamic reaction. This vector autoregression (VAR) is

dynamic in that each of F variables is defined by a linear stochastic

difference equation. Second, a cost function structure is not specified.

The vector autoregressive model does not impose a particular theoretical

structure. A minimum number of restrictions are imposed upon the VAR in

the hope of allowing the underlying stochastic process to be captured. The

restrictions imposed by the VAR framework are the choice of variables in

the model and the length of the lag. These restrictions can be relaxed

as more data become available. A Bayesian framework adds an additional

restriction to this VAR model, the exchangeability prior.

The value of this procedure in the analysis of input substitution is

not in the estimated coefficients or calculated elasticities of substitu-

tion but rather in the impulse response function (IRF) associated with

the vector autoregression. The VAR is not a structural model, but rather

a reduced form type of model, thus its coefficients cannot be related to
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structural phenomena and are therefore of little intuitive value. The

IRF gives the response of all variables in the system to a shock in any one

of the variables. This is valuable in determining how the use of capital,

labor and materials reacts to an increase in the price of energy. The

effect on output can also be determined. This IRF can be viewed as a

dynamic elasticity of input.”/ A single number is no longer enough to

capture the response of the system, instead a whole reaction path or

series of elasticities over time is needed for each variable.

The system of stochastic difference equations with F variables is

defined as a system of F equations with lagged values of all F variables

as right hand side variables. This specification allows independent

equation-by-equation estimation of this system because all

19/
right hand side variables are the same for each equation.— This system

of equations for each of r sectors can be written:

(26) Xr(t) = & yr (S)xr(t-s) + Ur(t) [t= 1, .... T.n=l, ...M]

where

Xr(t) is an F x 1 vector of variables

Yr(s) is an F x F vector of coefficients

18/ Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976) define dynamic elasticities as—

PT AQ
. T+T where T refers to an increment in time. This is exactly the

QT APT+T

term in the impulse response function.

19/ See Johnston (1963, p. 240). As will be discussed in the esti-—
mation section, each equation is solved iteratively for all sectors; the
sectoral estimates are not independent of each other for a given equation.
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Ur(t) is

n is the

s is the

T is the

r is the

an F x 1 vector of innovations (shocks)

number of lags used.

particular lag

number of time series observations

sector.

Note that in this model (26), each of the F variables in the model is

regressed on lags of all F variables in the model. This gives one equation

per variable. It is assumed that ur(t) is uncorrelated over time. It is

also assumed that ur(t)is uncorrelated with past values of Xr:

(27) E[ur(t) lXr(t-l),Xr(t-2), ....ur(t-l).ur(t-2), ...] = O

In the analysis of

sectors and agriculture

These

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

29)

sectors are:

input substitution, the twenty manufacturing

will be investigated with data from 1947 to 1976.

Food and Kindred Products 30)

Tobacco Products 31)

Textile Mill Products 32)

Apparel, Other Textile Products 33)

Lumber and Wood Products 34)

Furniture and Fixtures 35)

Paper and Allied Products 36)

Printing and Publishing 37)

Chemical and Allied Products 38)

Petroleum and Coal Products 39)

40) Agriculture

Rubber, Misc. Plastics Products

Leather, Leather Products

Stone, Clay, Glass Products

Primary Metal Industries

Fabricated Metal Products

Machinery, except Electrical

Electric, Electronic Equipment

Transportation Equipment

Instruments, Related Products

Miscellaneous Manufacturing
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The particular variables to be used in the vector autoregression for each

sector are:

Y=

‘K =

‘L =

‘E =

PM =

K=

L=

E =

M=

output in each sector

the real price of

the real price of

the real price of

the real price of

capital in each sector

labor in each sector

energy in each sector

intermediate materials in each sector

capital in each sector

labor in each sector

energy in each sector and

intermediate materials in each sector.

These variables are entered in

function can be interpreted as

level.

At this point it should be

included in the model. Because

logarithmic form so that the impulse response

percentage change rather than change in

noted that the price of output is not

of the definition of the output variable

(dollars of gross output) the implicit assumption is made that the price

of output is equal

prices but not the

price of output is

input price is not

to one. This implies that producers respond to the real

relative price of input to output in each sector as the

fixed. The impulse response of output to a shock in

the same as the impulse response of output to a shock

in the relative price of input to output. This is just a slight change in

interpretation which is only evident for certain sectors where the output

is energy related. It should also be noted that the price deflator used, the

wholesale price index, is most likely not very different from the price

of output in each sectore Therefore, if the relative price of input to
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output had been used it would make very little difference. The fact that

relative prices are not used matters very little, because it is not felt

that the output response in this model would be representative of the

actual response of output in this situation. To obtain a good reaction of

output, the demand side of the model would need to be included, and perhaps

a tie-in with other macro variables would be needed.

In this model X is a 9x1 vector These variables have been chosen

because they are closely related to the production process. The same

variables or a combination of these variables are used in the generalized

BOX-COX cost function. Since the focus is on measuring input substitution,

the variables selected are limited to these nine. This model can give the

direct effect of energy price increases on inputs, as well as the indirect

effect. It should be understood that the indirect effects discussed in

this thesis are the “second round’teffects of higher energy prices. For

example, in the production of any good, energy price increases will directly

increase the cost of production of that good. This is a “first round”

effect. Higher energy prices will also eventually increase the cost of

machinery used in the production of that good, because energy price in-

creases have increased the cost of producing the machinery. The increases

in the cost of the machinery (capital) and materials due to higher energy

price (or the llsecondroundfteffects) are what are considered indirect

effects in this thesis.

The lag length to be used in this model is one (n=l) with annual

observations. Although it most likely takes more than one year for energy

price changes to work thraugh the economy, the small number of observations

available (30) make it necessary to limit the lag length to one. As more
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data become available, it would be desirable to extend the length

lag.

Equation (26) represents the characteristic functional form to

of the

be

estimated. The complete model specification incorporates the exchange-

ability prior. The exchangeability prior provides a framework for incorpo-

rating all of the data in all sectors into the estimation of the parameters

of each sector. This method of

many other methods of pooling.

does not impose coefficients to

pooling the data is

In particular, the

be the same for all

not as restrictive as

exchangeability prior

sectors. A digression

motivating the exchangeability prior is necessary before the stochastic

specification which utilizes it can be given.

3.2 The Exchangeability Prior

The notion of exchangeability was first introduced by de Finetti in

1937.=/ Lindley and Smith (1972) extended de ??inetti’snotion of

exchangeability in the context in which it is used in this analysis. The

data used in this analysis are sectoral time series data. An independence

prior, applied to these data, would imply the belief that each sector is

independent or completely unrelated. The exchangeability prior implies

the belief that the sectors are related, and, in fact, that each sectorts

21/
coefficients are drawn from the same probability distribution.—

20/ For a brief description of de FinettiVs hypothesis, see Learner

(1958,~p. 49-51).

21/ This word, exchangeable, comes from the fact that the distribu-
tion ~ a parameter from one sector is exchangeable with the distribution
of the same parameter in another sector. This is true if the parameters
come from the same distribution, but only true by coincidence if the
parameters come from completely independent distributions.
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The exchangeability prior, in essence, draws each sectoral estimate

towards the mean of the distribution and decreases standard errors of

22/
the estimate.— So in cases where all sectoral coefficients are close,

the exchangeability prior allows the use of all the data in estimating each

sectorfscoefficients. This procedure strengthens the estimates of each sector.

If each sector’s coefficients are very different, this procedure will still

pull the estimates slightly toward the mean.

The exchangeability prior is a priori considered appropriate in this

analysis. Two justifications can be given. First, all but one of the

sectors are manufacturing sectors. Thus, it can be reasoned that since

these sectors are interrelated in their economic transactions the coeffi-

cients of the equations estimated for each sector are related. In the

agricultural sector, transactions are also interrelated with the manufac-

turing sectors so it is reasonable to assume that the coefficients of the

processes of the agricultural sector are related to the coefficients of

the processes of the manufacturing sectors. A natural method for relating

the coefficients in all sectors is to assume that the coefficients come

from the same distribution. The second justification for the use of the

exchangeability prior is that in this model the same equations are being

estimated for each sector. That is, similar processes are being estimated.

Learner (1978, p. 271) suggests that when similar processes are used pool-

ing is ‘intuitively sensible and necessary.~t

~/ Learner (1978) and Lindley and Smith (1972) give examples of this.
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The exchangeability prior is not as restrictive as the more standard

23/models that pool time series and cross sectional data.— The exchange-

abilityprior is less restrictive in that it does not restrict the coeffi-

cients for each sector to be the same. The exchangeability prior is akin

24/to the random coefficients model when a nonBayesian method is chosen.—

The use of Bayesian methods versus classical methods has been exten-

sively debated. To debate this question here would be fruitless. Instead,

let it be said that several compelling reasons have led to the adoption of

the Bayesian approach. The presence of lagged dependent variables in the

linear, dynamic vector autoregression analysis led naturally to a Bayesian

approach. Standard classical theory does not give adequate procedures for

the analysis of lagged dependent (stochastic) variables, given the assumptions

of the vector autoregressive model. In particular, the small sample properties,

which are of interest with finite data, are not known. Within the Bayesian

framework, however, the presence of stochastic explanatory variables is not

troublesome as all data and coefficients are assumed to be stochastic, Also,

the nature of the data, cross sections and time series (“similarprocesses),

Lead to the exchangeability prior as noted above.

3.3 Stochastic Specification of the Vector Autoregressive Model
Incorporating the Exchangeability Prior

The stochastic specification for the vector autoregressive model

incorporates the Bayesian exchangeability prior. The basic model described

here is that developed by Lindley and Smith (1972).

23/ See Maddala (1971) for a discussion of these more standard models.—

24/ For a discussion of random coefficients models see Lee and
Griff~ths (1979), Swamy (1970), Swamy (1971) and Zarembka (1968).
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The Bayesian model has implicit in it three stages. The first stage

makes explicit assumptions about the data. To see this in the VAR, first

note that each equation in the VAR contains the same variables. This

implies that each equation of the F equations can be estimated separately.

To see this first rewrite (26) as:

(28) Xr(t) = drw’r(t) + Ur(t) r . 1, .... m; t = 1, ...> T. ~

where

Xr(t) is an F x 1 vector of dependent variables

Wr(t) is an nF x 1 vector of lagged dependent variables

6r is an F x 1 vector of coefficients

n is the number of lags used

t refers to the time series observation

r is the sector.

Note that

(29) Wr(t) = Xr(t-l)

Xr (t-n)

in the model n = 1

This is done for convenience to

symbols.

and F = 9, so W (t) is a 9 x 1 vector.
r

give present and lagged variables different

Lindley and Smith assume the variables have a normal distribution.

In the VAR this implies the following condition for each equation in each

sector,
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2

(30) x
fr

~ N(W
frdfr’ ‘fr

I) [f=l, .... F (variables);

r . 1, .... m]

where
‘fr

is a T x 1 vector

6fr
is an F x 1 vector

‘fr
is an T x F vector.

This is derived from equation (28), and the assumption that each variable,

2
Xfr has a normal distribution with mean Wfr dfr and variance ufr I. Notice

that (30) does not restrict uzfr to be the same for each variable (equation).

The second stage is the exchangeability prior:

(31) 6~r w N(6
fo’ ‘)

‘here6fo
is the mean of the distribution.

This

very

prior integrates to one and thus by definition it is a proper prior.

The third stage expresses the prior knowledge of 6fo. In general,

little is known about dfo, so a vague or diffuse prior is used. A

uniform distribution is used in this model. Equations (30), (31) and

the vague prior for dfo, give the stochastic specification for the VAR

model.

3.4 The Estimation Procedure for the Vector Autoregressive Model

To obtain estimates for the VAR model discussed above, the posterior

distribution of the parameters must be obtained. The posterior distribu-

tion is obtained by multiplying the likelihood function for Xfr by the

prior for dfr in (31). If a quadratic loss function is used, the mean of
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the posterior distribution is the Bayesian point estimate.

To obtain this posterior distribution for this model with unknown

2 2
‘ariance’ ‘fr

and $2,prior distributions for a
fr

and Q must be specified.

The priors suggested by Smith (1973) are:

(32) Afrvfr ~ Xzvfr (O;r is distributed with a conjugate

2
afr inverse X2 with v degrees of freedom)

and ~ ‘hasa conjugate Wishart distribution withp degrees of freedom and

mean matrix R. These p_riorswere chosen because the variance generally has

a X2 distribution. The conjugate Wishart distribution is

2
extension of the x distribution.

The joint distribution for the vector autoregressive

(33)

the matrix

model is:

(cT2fr) ‘m exp {- +azcl (xfr -Wfrdfr)’(xfr-wfr~fr)}

.

u

[r=l, ....m]

This distribution is obtained by multiplication of the log-likelihood

‘mction ‘or ‘fr
by the priors for o~r and 0. There exists one of these

joint distribution functions for each of the F variables in the model.

Integrating with respect to 6f. gives the posterior distribution for

2 -1
‘fry afr and Q “
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(34) mfr> ~fr
2, # Ixfr, ~fo) a

-2(T + Vr + 2, ~xp [-~ a2 ~ m-l~r~r +
(Ufr2, fr ~=1

[(xfr - w
fr ‘fr)’(x - Wfr fr ‘fr)]

-%(m+P-f-2) -1

. 161]
exp [-~~tr Q {R+rll (~fr - ~f.)(~fr - df.)~ll

.m-lm ~
where rS

f“ r$l fr

Estimates of dfr are obtained from the mean of the marginal posterior

distribution for 15fr. To do this, Q
-1 2

and o fr
must be integrated out.

Lindley and Smith point out that this integration is quite difficult.

They suggest instead that the mean can be approximated by the mode of the

posterior distrib.ution. The mode is the maximum value of the joint

posterior distribution; it satisfies

-1 2
(35) a P (r5fr,dfo, n

%fr ‘ ‘fr

-1 2=*
P(6fr, 15fo,Q

fr ‘ ‘fr

-1 2
Xfr) = + P(dfr, ($fo,Q

fo
‘ ‘fr

Xfr) = +-1 P(csfr
, ‘fo’

Q-l, of: I

‘fr)

Xfr) = 0.

Instead of a complicated integration, a much simpler differentiation will

give reasonable approximations to the coefficients (the posterior mean).=’

~/ Lindley and Smith actually prove that the value of the posterior
mode of the joint distribution is equal to the mode of the conditional
distribution ~of the parameters, evaluated at the value of the nuisance

‘arameters’ o fr and ‘i”
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The modal estimates for the parameters are obtained from (34).

These estimates are:

(36) %fr= (o;: wfr~wfr+fl;yl (0-2 w~frxfr+n;vy’fo)
fr

(37) % =: ~=l%fr=f=l{[; =l (X:r
-1 -1 XJ

-2+Q )
-2 -1

fo
1 ‘2

z ‘fr2ufr2 fr2xfr20fr2]

, ~xlfr -2 -1 -1 X7 -2} ifr
~ ‘frlufrl

+G!f) ~r
~ ‘frlufrl .

(38)
%2

= {Vfrafr+ (xfr-wfr%fr)~ (xfr-wfrffr)}/(T+~fr‘fr
+ 2)

(39) af = {Rf + ~~=1 (%’fr-$fo) (%fr -%fo){}/(m+p-f-2)~~

[f=l, .... F (variables); rl=rz=r=l, ...m (sectors)]

;fr is the OLS estimate for dfr.

Lindley and Smith suggest that equations (36) - (39) be iterated until the

estimates converge. To insure convergence, it is advisable to begin with

2
estimates of a

fr
and $2

f
that are close to the final estimates rather than

a completely arbitrary number. Reasonable first estimates can be obtained

by using:

‘here ‘=rl=r2=1’”””m ‘sectors)

for $lfand

%2 ~
26/ The estimates for u

(19727P. 10-15). The estimag~’f~ra~d ~f~
fo

are found in Lindley and Smith

given in Smith (1972, p. 73).
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A
“2

(41) ‘fr
=*(xfr - ‘fr~fr)’ ‘xfr-wfr6fr)

‘or ‘fr’ ‘here

(42) ifr=(W;r Wfr)-l (W[r Xfr), the OLS sectoral estimates.

These estimates can then be used to obtain estimates of the coeffi-

cients. More explicitly, these initial estimates can be substituted into

(36) to obtain improved estimates of $fr, call these ‘$fr ‘l). The ~fr(l)

@(l)
can be substituted into (38) and (37) to obtain Ufr and) ‘l);

fo

%fr (1) and $fo(l)
~ (1)

can be substituted into (39) to obtain of . This

procedure can be repeated until the estimates converge, where convergence

is defined as:

(43) I%fy
- ~ (n-l) 2 < z

fo 1

where n is the number of the iteration and Z is appropriately small.

Smith (1972)suggested that approximations to vague priors can be

2
obtained for a~r and O if Vr and p, the degrees of freedom of the distri-

butions, are small and R has small diagonal elementszi.e. values of the

2
mean close to zero. In this case, the estimates of o

fr
and $f in (38)

and (39) are approximately equal to the estimates in the random coeffi-

cients model suggested by Lee and Griffiths (1979), This implies that if

2
vague prior information for a

fr
and $2is assumed, the Bayesian procedure

will give estimates similar to nonBayesian estimates. On the other hand,

if a tight prior is assumed (values for Vr, P and R much larger),the

Bayesian estimates will differ significantly from the non Bayesian esti-

nLates proposed by Lee and Griffiths.
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In the estimation of the VAR, the priors described below were used.

As Lindley and Smith suggested it was assumed that o~r (where f refers to

2
equation, r refers to sector) has an conjugate inverse x distribution

with mean v and Adegrees of freedom. Following Lindley and Smith (1972)

values of v = O and 1 = O were used. This denotes vague information. It

was also assumed that !2has a conjugate Wishart distribution with matrix R

and P degrees of freedom. For matrix R, the matrix:

(44) R= .02 0
.01

.01
.

,

[

.

0 “.01

~tiasused. This matrix implies that a priori the constant has a larger

variance than the other parameters. Again because the values are small

this prior is one of vague knowledge. For degrees of freedom p, two values

were used for the first equation; P = 1 and P

assumes vague knowledge. The value P = 18 is

the exchangeability prior gives slightly less

= 18. The value p = 1 again

obtained by assuming that

information than is contained

in the data. This assumption may be criticized as being

ever, upon examination of the equations estimated, it is

even with a

prior (EXC)

sion, after

P = 18 was

large value of p the estimates which use the

too strong, how-

apparent that

exchangeability

are not greatly different from the OLS estimates. The conclu-

viewing the results of the first equation with p = 1 and

basically that the larger value of p would change the estimates
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slightly more, but not much more than the smaller value of p. Since the

value of P did not make much difference, the larger value of p was chosen

thereby claiming a strong prior assumption of exchangeability.

The estimates of the standard errors for each coefficient were obtained

from the covariance matrix of the coefficient vectors In the Bayesian

analysis this covariance matrix is the covariance of the posterior distri-

bution. Recall in this model that it was impossible to obtain the mean of

the posterior distribution, so the posterior mode was used as an approxi-

mation. Similarly, the variance of the posterior distribution is intract-

able. .

Learner (1978, p. 274) gives a conditional estimate of the variance of

‘fr :

(45) Var(6fr d~o , X 1 -2 -1 -1
fr>wfrj~f) ‘[(wfr Wfr) ~fr +QfJ

where df’ 27/
fo

is the true parameter.—

It should be noted that if d~o is known, this variance is smaller than the

*

case ‘here 8fo ‘s ‘ot ‘nom”
This estimate of the variance provides a

lower bound.

3.5 Impulse Response Function

The impulse response function (IRF), also called the moving average

representation, is the reaction of the system of variables to a shock in

one variable in the system. The impulse response function was obtained by

27/ Other authors including Swamy (1972) and Lindley and Smith (1972)
give ~ly the variance of the mean parameter.
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solving X=(t) in terms of ur(t), where ur(t) are the innovations (shocks)to

the system. The IRF is then written:

(46) Xr(t) = & er(s) U(t-s)

where

foOr(S)Ls ur(d = [1 - f&(s)Ls]
-1

(46a) Ur(t)

Ls here is the lag operator where L1ur(t) = ur(t-l).

Equations (26) and (46), the autoregressive representation and the moving

average representation respectively are different representations of the

same system, thus y(s) from equation (26) is related to 8(s) from equation

(46) by equation (46a). The matrix 0(s) then gives the response of the

system. In particular, ~rab (l), an element of the matrix 0(s), gives the

response of the ath variable to a shock in the bth variable that occurred

in period 1. The shock to the system is usually defined in terms of one

standard error of the particular variable as variables typically differ

greatly in size.

In practice

the system equal

the IRF is generated by first setting all variables in

to zero. A shock to the system is then entered through

the vector of innovations (shocks). The form of this vector is ufr(0) =

(o, .... 0, of, o, ... o). This shock is then followed through the system

as far as desired. The coefficients used in this system are the estimated

coefficients. Error terms that enter the system in future periods are set

to zero. The result of this process then gives the response of all vari-

ables to a shock in X
f“
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The following example describes more clearly the method by which the

impulse response function is obtained. Consider the two variable, one lag

system:

(47) Yl(t) = 611 Yl(t-l) + 612 Y2(t-1) + El(t)

and

(48) Y2(t) = ~21 Yl(t-l) i-~*2 Ya(t-l) + &*(t)

Now if Yl(t) is shocked, the vector of innovations (u~1,0) is entered; all

variables are set to zero. In the first period, the value of Y1(l) is

’11‘
and the value of Y2(1) is O. In the second and subsequent periods,

the error terms are entered as (0,0). The original shock is followed

through the system, thus Y1(2) is ~lloll and Y2(2) is ~21u11. In the third

period, the value for Y1(3) is ~~lull + ~12B22a11 and the value for

y2(3) iS B21@11a11 + 622621011, and so on. The values for the ~ii’s are

the estimated coefficients from the autoregressive representation given in

equation (26). In this way the impulse response functions for the system

are obtained for as many steps ahead as desired. Each variable in the

system can be shocked separately in this way.

It should be noted that in the impulse response functon shocks to

the system occur one at a time, independent of all other systematic effects.

Realistically, these shocks occur simultaneously to more than one variable.

However, the IRF allows isolation of each shock and its effect on the

system. This is most useful in understanding the underlying working of

the model.

Although the IRF can be viewed as another method of describing the

system, there is some debate about its use in policy. Lucas (1972) argues
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that the IRF should not be used explicitly for policy implementation.

His argument is that once policy is implemented the structure of the model

is changed and thus the IRF changes. This is, the reaction of the model

after policy is implemented will differ from the predicted reaction of the

IRF. Others (Sims (1977)) argue that the IRF can be used, in some cases,

for determining policy.

3.6 Orthogonal Decomposition of Variance as Used in the Impulse Response
Function

The assumptions of the VAR model do not restrict the covariance of

the residuals between equations of the system to be zero. As will be dis-

cussed in the estimation procedure, each equation can be estimated separately

regardless of this assumption,as the variables in each equation are the

same. However, it is desirable that shocks entered in obtaining the

impulse response function have the same covariance structure as past shocks

to the system. If the impulse response function does not take this co-

variance structure into account, the shocks to the system are of a type

different from the previous shocks. So if this covariance structure is

accounted for in the impulse response function, the shocks that affect the

system will now be shocks similar to what the system has previously experi-

enced thus the predicted effect should be better.

The way in which this covariance structure is accounted for in the

impulse response function is a method of orthogonal decomposition of

variance. The method of orthogonalization used is that suggested by Sims

(1977) and it depends on a particular ordering of the variables. The

actual ordering may have a different economic interpretation, but all

orderings are statistically equivalent as the orthogonalization may have
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many representations.

An example will best illustrate the method of orthogonalization.

Consider the two variable system introduced in equations (47) and (48).

‘I’hecovariance matrix for the residuals cl(t) and c2(t) is:

(49) E[es’] = [
’11 ’12

1
’12 ’22

Equation (49) illustrates that the covariance of residuals is nonzero

Now define a new set of errors, ul(t) and u2(t)

where

(50) cl(t) = Ul(t).

Let u2(t) be the part of c2(t) that is orthogonal to cl(t) and thus ul(t):

(51) c2(t) = A.cl(t)+ u2(t)

where

(52) E[u2(t) “ El(t)] = o

Equation (51) can be recognized as a regression equation of cl(t) on E2(t)

where A is the regression coefficient. A is defined by

’12
(53) A=—

’11

The new errors are now orthogonalized or have zero covariance, so

‘d10 -
(54) E[uu’] = D =(

[

O d2
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where d
1

and d are positive numbers.
2 The system (47) and (48) can be

rewritten in terms of the new errors as

(55) Y1(t) =@llYl(t-l) +612Y2(t-1) + Ul(t)

and

(56) Y2(t) ‘~21y1(t-1) +~22y2(t-1) +Ael(t) +u2(t)

Substituting for cl(t) from (47) into (56) gives:

(57) Y2(t) - 621y1(t-1) + 1322Y2(t-1)= AIYl(t) - 611Y(t-1)

- B12y2(t-1)1 + u2(t)

then

(58) Y2(t) = AY1(t) + (@21 - A~ll) Yl(t-l) + (622 - A@12)y2(t-1) + u2(t)

The new system is now defined by equations (55) and (58). Notice the new

coefficients for Y (t-1) and Y (t-1) in (58); the correlation of residuals
1 2

is accounted for in these new coefficients. Also notice that this redefined

system Y (t) is correlated with contemporaneous Y (t) as Y (t) appears in
2 1 1

the equation for Y2(t) (equation 58) butnoticeY2(t) does not appear in the

equation for Yl(t) (equation 55). If the system had been ordered in the

opposite way so that

(59) u2(t) = s2(t)

and

(60) El(t) = Ac2(t) + ul(t)
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where

(61) E[ul(t) . e2(t)] = o

then Yl(t) would still be correlated with contemporaneous Y2(t) but Yl(t)

would have not appeared in the equation for Y2(t). This is how the order-

ing of the variables enters the orthogonal decomposition.

All orderings of variables are equally consistent with the data in

that each of the models [e.g. defined by equations (55) and (58) and the

model associated with assumptions (59), (60) and (61)]will fit equallY

well in terms of sum of squared residuals. (Sum of squared residuals

will be the same for all orderings). There is a difference in interpretation

associated with each ordering. In the case of the VAR discussed above,

9 variables are contained in the model, so there are 9 factorial (over

300,000) orderings possible. Considering each of these orderings is too

costly and time consuming.

Because one of the main considerations in this thesis is the response

of the economy to an increase in the price of energy, an ordering with the

price of energy first is chosen, the other variables are entered as they

are entered in theOLS and exchangeability models. This gives the ordering:

(1) Price of energy

(2) output

(3) Capital

(4) Price of Capital

(5) Labor

(6) Price of Labor

(7) Energy
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(8) Intermediate Materials

(9) Price of Intermediate Materials

This ordering captures the contemporaneous correlation of all variables to

the innovation in the price of energy. In fact, it should be noted that in

the orthogonalized system, the first response in the impulse response

function will be the contemporaneous covariance between the residuals of

the original, non-orthogonalized system. In the impulse response function

for the price of energy, the first period response for all variables is

the nonzero contemporaneous correlation between residuals. In the impulse

response function for the other variables, for example,labor, the first

period response will be the nonzero contemporaneous correlation between

residuals for the variables following labor in the ordering, but the first

period response for the variables preceding labor in the ordering will be

zero

4.1

because of the orthogonalization.

Results of the Generalized BOX-COX Cost Function

The computational costs associated with the generalized BOX-COX cost

function (GBC) were high. For this reason, as was mentioned in Section 2.3,

only three values of 1 (A = .5, 1 and 2) were investigated for each of the

five sectors:

(26) Paper and Allied Products

(28) Chemical and Allied Products

(29) Petroleum and Coal Products

(33) primary Metal Industries

(40) Agriculture
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By considering only three values for A, a rough grid search can be

done. It was not possible to pinpoint the exact value for ~ for which the

log-likelihood function is maximized but the general area of the maximum

could be found. The results show that for four of the five sectors, paper,

petroleum and coal, primary metals and agriculture, the log-likelihood

function was largest when A = 1. For sector 28, chemical products, the

log-likelihood function was largest when A = 2. Recall the GBC function

is equivalent to the generalized Leontief cost function when h = 1 and the

generalized square root quadratic when A = 2. The results will be dis-

cussed for the values of A associated with the largest value of the log-

likelihood function.

The functional form of the GBC function used in the estimation proce-

dure allows both :Ionhomothetic production and nonneutral. technical change.

A nonhomothetic, nonneutral production structure allows utilization of the

least restrictive form of the GBC function under these least restrictive

assumptions. Table 1 gives the estimated coefficients for the GBC function

under these assumptions. A comment should be made about the size of the

coefficients in Table 1 as size varies considerably over sectors. The

likelihood function is such that parameter size makes no difference because

it is essentially a sum of ratios with the parameters appearing in both

the numerator and denominator. In those sectors where the coefficients
,.

were very large several initial points were used; in each case the program

arrived at the same estimates, indicating some degree of consistency in

the results.

As mentioned in Section 2.3, ZXMIN uses the Davidon-Fletcher-

Powell (DFP) method to update the Hessian [see Maddala (1977),

p. 173 for description). In some cases, numerical problems
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Table 1. Estimates of the Generalized BOX-COX Cost Function.
(asymptotic standard errors in parentheses)

FREE
PARAMETERS

‘m

‘KL

‘KE

‘KM

‘LL

‘LE

‘LM

‘EE

‘EM

‘fMM

B

G

$K

+L

@E

‘o

‘K

‘L

‘E

CONSTRAINED
PARAMETERS

~M
TM

Value of the

Paper
Products

A=l.

2,353
(1,427)

,850
(1.746)
-.063
(~336)

-3.308
(2.044)
(9.337)
(6.99)
1.989
(1.628)
-.410
(2.121)
-1.039
(.861)
2.317
(1.635)
8.984
(7.629)
-,442
(.301)
.263
(.061)
.011

(0012)
-.039
(.016)
-.029
(.005)
-.004
(.002)

.00009
(,0006)
-.0002
*0005
.0023
(.0003)

.057
-.00219

log-likelihood
function 503.42

Chemical Petro-leum
Products

A=2.

-28441,2
(]8820,7)
247902,0
(628981,0)
32173.3
(81166.3)
-92619,8
(221449,2)
276409.3
(741912,0)
262006.6
(676588.2)
78155.9

(305289.7)
85009.6
(223567.)
106841.8
(286987.4)
241221.7

(623946.3)
-1.338
(.455)
.358

(.087)
-.007
(.005)
-.034
(.018)
-.043
(.009)
.003

(.005)
.00004
(,0002)
-.0041
(.0024)
.0034

(.0008)

.084
-.00066

Products
A=l.

-1,497
(.2,064)
2.035
(2.505)

.316
(,484)
1.669
(2.485)
-1.711
(3.190)
1.275
(2,191)

5.011
(7.711)
-.955
(1.457)
1.148
(1.956)
-.458
(3.197)
-.357
(.555)
.253

(.106)
-.025
(.007)
-.055
(.014)
-.018
(.005)

-.0G37
(.003)
.002

,(.0003)
-.00006
(.0008)
.0013

(.0003)

.098
-.00324

464.71 457.72

Primary
Metals
A=l.

-821193,4

(_6286819,)
41928270.

(130977800,)
2676448,

C104OO25O .)
-20257670,
(63640630,)
52858850.

(161599200.)
-9760260.
(48965390.)
4293391.

(58018270.)
-2051875.
(18227630.)
18870570.
(69321840.)
8353974,

(83392860.)
-5.419
(1.199)
1.052
(.221)
-.020
(.025)
-.062
(.048)

-.0069
(.044)

-.00046
(.0065)
.00046

(.00121)
-.0017
(.0046)
.0007

(.0028)

.0889
.00054

388.62

Agriculture
A=l.

50,798
(723,1)
88,65

(1160,8)
5,291
(82,57)
-85.35
(.1165.8)
4917,5

(67809,8)
365.67
(4971.1)
-2345.4
(32479.2)
-3.376
(66.65)
-163.2
(2286.3)
1546,7

(21520.1)
-1.065
(4.455)

.253
(.728)
.0023

(.0147)
-.1017
(.0463)
-.0097
(.0054)
-.0197
(.0013)
.0038

(.0010)
-.0127
(.0044)
.0006

(.0004)

.1091

.0083

377.31
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were.encountered when the Hessian, obtained from the DFP method, was in-

verted. For this reason, the method of scoring suggested by Maddala was

used to update the Hessian when rounding error was encountered. It was

found that this method often worked quite well in moving the estimates to

a point where the likelihood function was maximized. This estimate of the

Hessian, Q, given in equation (25) in Section 2.3 was used as an approx-

imation to the true Hessian. The inverse of Q, then gave the

estimate of the variance. The asymptotic standard errors, obtained from

the inverse of Q, are reported in Table 1. Maddala noted that Q is only

asymptotically equivalent to the Hessian but in this case, with sample

size 30, the approximation may be inaccurate. Given this qualification,

the estimates of the standard errors are generally large for the y..’s~
lJ

The standard error estimates are much smaller for the last nine parameters.

Although only an approximation to the standard error could be obtained,

the fit of the GBC function is good. Figures 1 and 2 show the fit of the

GBC estimates for ~ = 1 for the

of the log-likelihood function.

1957, 1967 and 1976 for each of

sectors with the highest and lowest values

The actual and estimated values for 1947,

K/Y, L/Y, E/Y and M/Y are shown.=’ It

can be seen in both Figures 1 and 2 that the actual and estimated values

are close. Figure 1 is associated with the function which has the least

good fit, so it forms an approximate lower bound on goodness of fit. One

of the regularity conditions discussed in section 2 is that the input-

output values be positive. This condition is met for all sectors for all

input-output values.

28/ The years 1947, 1957, 1967 and 1976 were chosen for these figures—
and all discussion of elasticities, etc.before analysis was begun, in order
to decrease the magnitude of results and yet still give an overview of the
time period.
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4.2 Elasticities of Substitution

Before the estimated elasticities of substitution of this particular

GBC model can be discussed, a discussion of substitution of inputs is

needed. The production process determines which input substitutes for

another when input prices change. The time period over which changes in

input substitution are allowed will also affect the ultimate input response.

Consider a firm that produces one good (for simplicity), that uses

capital, labor, energy and intermediate materials in its production process.

A given amount of energy is required to run the machinery (capital). In

addition, energy is used to heat and light the plant. Labor is only used

to operate the machinery, however labor could be utilized to manually

perform some parts of the production process. Now suppose the price of

energy rises and the prices of all other inputs remain the same. In the

time period immediately following the energy price increase, the firm will

try to use less of the higher priced energy input. The production process

is fairly rigid, but substitution possibilities do exist. For instance,

the production process can be altered slightly to incorporate more labor.

The plant can also be insulated and unnecessary lights can be turned off.

This involves substitution of labor and capital for energy. The response

in this short run time period is one of conservation of energy in the

least costly ways possible.

In a slightly longer time horizon, as the machinery wears out, it can

be replaced with new capital that uses energy more efficiently, but re-

quires more labor to operate it. The same amount of output can then be

obtained with less energy usage than was previously possible. In this

longer run time period, capital and labor both substitute for energy.
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In the still longer run, technological advances make an entirely new

production process available which uses even less energy than was used

with the more energy-efficient capital discussed above. This new produc-

tion process requires the use of less labor, less than was used before the

original energy price increase. Thus in this longest run time horizon,

capital substitutes for energy, whereas labor is complementary with energy

usage.

It should be noted that the input substitutions described above depend

on the assumptions of the production process. Other production processes

which are less rigid in the short run or which have energy a substitute for

labor and a complement with capital in the longest run are also possible.

This discussion primarily illustrates the difference in input

substitution possibilities over time.

In the GBC function discussed in this section, input substitution is

assumed to take place in the same year as energy prices increase. Therefore

the GBC function does not measure the long run elasticities, however, the

vector autoregressive (VAR) model discussed in the following section does

allow investigation of the longer run elasticities.

The main interest in the GBC model lies in

stitution. These elasticities of substitution

1967 and 1976 in Table 2. The elasticities of

the elasticities of sub-

are given for 1947, 1957,

substitution are found by

substituting the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters from

Table 1 and the estimated input-output values, cost shares and total cost

into equations (9) and (10) in Section 2.1.
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One of the concavity

substitution be negative.

tion is met for petroleum

requirements is that the own elasticities of

From Table 2, it can be seen that this condi-

products for all four years. TtJoof the sectors,

primary metals and agriculture meet this condition for most years, but

‘MM
is positive in agriculture in 1947 and OLL is positive in agriculture

in 1967. In primarymetalsaw is positive for all years except 1976.

Chemical products has many positive own elasticities of substitution; ULL

is positive for all four years, a~ is positive for four years and OEE and

‘MM
are positive in one year. Food products appears to have the worst

problems as OK and ULL are both positive for all four years and o~ is

positive for three of the four years. Failure in meeting this condition

“indicates that

estimates. In

is demanded if

positive.

the GBC function is not well behaved in the area of the

particular, as the price of the input increases more of it

this own elasticity of substitution (or input demand) is

A more stringent regularity condition regarding

function is that the matrix of second derivatives of

curvature of the cost

the cost function

(or equivalently the matrix of elasticities of substitution) be negative

29/
semidefinite.— This condition was checked for the same four years.

This condition of negative semidefiniteness was not met except for agri-

culture in 1967. Failure to meet this condition indicates that the cost

function does not have the correct concave curvature required for well

behaved cost minimization. Failure to meet this condition could have

several causes.

29/ These two conditions were proven equivalent by Binswanger 1974b.—
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A possible cause of the curvature violation is the data. If the

parameter estimates of the functional form are sensitive to the data,

small changes in the variables can lead either to meeting regularity

conditions or curvature violation. In particular data used for the

capital variable may contribute to problems in estimation which manifest

themselves in curvature violation. For a general discussion of the data

and data problems see Appendix I. Another cause of this curvature violation

could be misspecification. Curvature violation

form used is incorrect. Other measures such as

be used in determining if this is the case. In

may occur if the functional

goodness of fit should

this particular model,

the fit of the equations estimated is good. However, the estimates of

the y have very large standard errors. Recall from section 2.1 equations
ij

(9) and (10), that the yij are

thus the regularity condition.

that the estimates of the true

estimated parameters could lie

important in the estimation of the a and
ij

Large standard errors of the y
ij

indicate

parameters are not tight estimates and the

anywhere in a large confidence region around

the true parameters. It is, therefore, probable that the true parameters

would meet the regularity conditions but because of estimation problems

evidenced by large standard errors of the y the estimated parameters
ij‘

do not meet the regularity condition.

As the coefficients differed from sector to sector and from one value

of A to another, the elasticities of substitution also varied, as can

be seen from Table 2. These results from Table 2 are discussed below.

Capital and labor are substitutes in all sectors. The size of the

elasticity decreased over time in paper products and primary metals. In

both sectors the elasticity of substitution was greater than one, indicating

the substitution possibilities between K and L were significant. The fact

that the elasticity was decreasing over time indicates that the production
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Table 2. Estimates of the Elasticities of Substitution,

Elasticity Year Paper Chemical Petroleum Primary Agri-
Products Products and Coal Me~a~s culture

A=l a=2 A=l = A=l

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

11.36
4.43
4.02
3.53

11.26
2.10
1.93
.95

-6.23
-2.79
-2.07
-1.59

-,55
-1.78
-2.32
-.65

-.16
-*O5

● 003
-.09

2.59
2.39
2.69
2.29

37.07
9,30
.10
.59

1.44
,94

1.37
1.71

-16.96
-7.29
-1.13

-12.82

.15

.12

.04
-.01

32.28
17.16
17*73
19.42

50.14
-.91

-11.48
-1.21

-8.94
-3.49
-1.66
-1.39

36.99
2.89
3.22
5.73

-.28
.73

1.56
1.91

16.58
9.50

11.99
2.61

66.87
-2.45
5.51
.29

3.31
2.38
7.06
7.65

-346.61
-1.70
47.12

-11.85

.24
-.45

-1.09
-1.11

.83

.96
3*41
5.02

-7.18
-9.30
-3.38
-1.14

1.45
.29

1.21
1.11

.39
1.90
.86
.65

1,19

1.39
1.69
1.03

1*79
1.29
1.21
1.05

-29.43
-12.80
-17.49
-20.95

-7.08
-11*O7
-13.79
-21.21

-52.26
-29.34
-18.03
-27.56

-,24

-.19
-.25
-.14

24.68
6.54
6.40
5.26

-.58
.36
.61
.78

-9.61
-2.28
-1.70
-1.10

-5.81
-6.64
-9.18
-8.59

.66
1.14
1.25
1.08

3.03
4.06
4.53
3.69

117.24
1.61
2.17

-1 ● 12

-.11
-1 ● 17
-.99

-1.02

-6.47
-8.83

-10.99
-10.93

-.45
-.79
-.76
-.60

.68

.25

.45

.69

.64

.31

.59

.87

-.89
1.01
.98
.89

.31
-.51

-1.03
-1.22

-.33
1.08
1.37
.98

-.93
1.01
1.24
.95

-8.44
-4.44
-4.64
-4.51

-.23
-094

-1.62
.18

-3.93
-4.23
-4.16
-4.05

2.81
-1.22
-1.71
-1.17
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process was becoming more rigid as time passed, possibly due to a decline

in excess capacity. In petroleum and coal

K and L increased. In 1947 and 1957, this

indicating that substitution possibilities

products, the elasticity between

elasticity was less than one

were limited. In 1967 and 1976,

however, this elasticity became greater than one which indicated greatly

increased substitution possibilities. In chemical products and agriculture

the elasticity initially decreased but increased in 1976. There is a

difference in these two sectors. In chemical products, the elasticity

was very large indicating that substitution between K and L was quite easily

accomplished, even in the years when the elasticity was decreasing. In

agriculture, the elasticity was less than one, so substitution possibilities

were limited. During this time, labor was being rapidly replaced by capital

in agriculture, so this empirical result is weak.

Capital and energy were found to be complements in two of the five

sectors, chemical products and coal and petroleum products. This elasticity

became larger from 1957 to 1967 in chemicals but decreased in 1976. This

change implied that from 1957 to 1967 the complementary structure of the

production process strengthened, implying that small increases in energy

price would lead to greatly reduced capital use. This rigidity diminished

in 1976. In petroleum and coal, the complementary relationship between

K and E in the production process diminished some (became smaller in

absolute value) in 1967 and even more so in 1976, coming very close to 1.

Capital and energy in paper products, primary metal and agriculture were

substitutes. In paper products this elasticity is large, but in 1976 this

elasticity of substitution fell to less than one. So although the inputs,

K and E were substitutes in 1976 in paper products, the substitution possi-

bilities were limited. In both primary metals and agriculture, the

elasticity decreased in 1957 and 1967,
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but it increased in 1976. In both cases this elasticity was less than

one, so substitution possibilities were limited.

Capital and materials were complements in paper products, chemical products

and primary metals. In all of these sectors, this negative elasticity decreased

in each period. This indicates that the complementary nature of the inputs was

decreasing; it did not become insignificant, however, in any of these sectors.

In petroleum and coal products, capital and materials were substitutes. This

relationship was fairly stable, remaining close to 1 over the entire period.

In agriculture, capital and materials were complements in 1947, but in following

years the relationship changed to substitutes with the elasticity decreased

from 1957 to 1967 but increased in 1976. In all years, this elasticity

remained close to 1, indicating somewhat limited substitutition between K and M.

The elasticity of substitution between labor and energy was negative

(complements) in all except chemical products and petroleum products. In

paper products and primary metals this negative elasticity became larger,

in absolute value, from 1947 to 1967 but decreased in 1976. This indicates

that the relationship between L and E was becoming more rigid until 1967,

when the rigidity decreased in 1976, perhaps in response to higher energy

prices. There was a difference in paper products and primary metals, in

that in 1976 the elasticity was less than 1 in paper products indicating

weak complementary relations between L and E. In primary metals, however,

this elasticity was quite large, so although the rigidity between L and E

may have decreased, rigidity still remained, In agriculture, L and E were

substitutes in 1947 but the relationship changed to complements in 1957

and remained so in 1967 and 1976, becoming larger in each successive year,

indicating that rigidity in L-E use was increasing. However, the elasticity

was close to one indicating the complementary relationship was a weak
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one. In chemical products and petroleum products, labor and energy were

substitutes. In chemicals, this elasticity decreased from 1947 to 1967

but increased in 1976. This elasticitywas very large in all years,

so the flexibility in L-E use remained strong. The oppositewas true in

petroleum products. In this sector, the elasticity increased from 1947

to 1957 but decreased thereafter. In addition the elasticity remained

small which indicates that the relationship of substitutes was a weak one.

Labor and materials were substitutes for all but paper products. In

primary metals and agriculture, this elasticity increased from 1947 to 1967

but decreased in 1976. The elasticity remained close to 1 in all years.

In chemicals, this positive elasticity became larger in each successive

year and it became greater than one in 1967. Petroleum and coal products

showed the most variability, decreasing from 1967 to 1976. The elasticities

were close to 1, except in 1967, so the substitute relationship remained

fairly constant. In paper products, labor and nwterialswere complements

except in 1967. The elasticitywas this sector is very close to zero

barely a complementary relationship.

Finally, energy and materials were substitutes in all sectors for

years except agriculture in 1947. Petroleum and coal products showed

decrease in the size of this elasticity in each year but it remained

greater than one.

time indicate that

Primary metals and

decreased in 1976.

This elasticity was large initially but changes ove~

all

a

the substitute relationship was weakening somewhat.

agriculture showed an increase from 1947 to 1967 but

The difference is that in primary metals this elasticity

was larger than 1 in all years whereas in agricultrue it was close to 1,

becoming less than 1 in 1976. Thus the substitute relationship was
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stronger in primary metals than agriculture. In paper products and chem-

icals, this elasticity decreased from 1947 to 1957, increased in 1967 but

decreased again in 1976. This movement is larger in chemical products

indicating the substitute relationship was weakening over time but remained

strong. In paper products, the size changed very little. In 1976, paper

products and chemicalswereof the same ending magnitude in the substitution

elasticity between E and M.

In summary, paper products had strong substitution occurring between

capital-labor and energy-materials throughout the period. Capital and

energywere also substitutes throughout, however, this relationship weakened

over time. Capital and materials were strong complements in 1947, but this

relationship became more flexible by 1976. Labor and energywere also

complements, but this relationship was relatively weak; in 1976, itwas less

than one (in absolute value). Labor and materials were extremely weak

complements, barely different from zero. The substitution relationships

decreased over time, but they remained strong. In addition the complementary

relationships became less rigid. The labor-energy complementarily decreased

significantly by 1976. So in this sector itappeared that therewas ample

room for adjustment of inputs to higher energy prices. In particular,

capital and materials would replace energy as energy use decreased.

In chemical products, capital and laborwerevery strong substitutes.

Labor-energy, labor-materials and energy-materials were also strong substi-

tutes, although these relationships appear to be weaker than that of capital-

labor. The positive elasticities of substitution in this sector, partic-

ularly in 1947 were extremely large. Elasticities of this size are question-

able and could be the result of data and estimation problems. Conclusions
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based on these elasticities must therefore be used very cautiously. The

positive elasticities in 1976 were more reasonable in size. Capital and

energy were complements as were capital and materials. The capital-energy

relationship appeared to change greatly in both sign and size. In 1976,

the complementary relationship was

relationship was not as variable.

chemical products sector, like the

down close to one. The capital-materials

It, too, was close to one in 1976. The

paper products sector, showed great

possibility for adjusting to higher energy prices. In particular, labor

and materials would replace energy as its use is decreased. Capital use

in this sector would decrease as energy use decreased.

In petroleum and coal, capital and labor were substitutes, with the

relationship growing stronger from 1947 to 1976. This trend was different

than the trend for capital-labor in the other sectors in that it grew

stronger rather than weaker over time. Capital-materials, labor-energy,

labor-materials and energy-materials all had substitution relationships.

These relationships, however, had somewhat limited but important substi-

tution possibilities, as all of them were close to or less than one.

Capital and energy, in this sector, were weak complements. This was the

only complementary relationship among the inputs in this sector. As

energy prices increase, labor and materials would be used to replace

energy as its use decreased. Capital

energy usage.

In primary metals, capital-labor

substitutes , while capital-energy and

usage would decrease

and energy-materials

labor-materials were

with decreased

were strong

weak substitutes.

The capital-energy elasticity was less than one. Capital and materials

displayed a weak complementary relationship. Labor and energy also had a

much stronger complementary relationship. This labor-energy
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complernentaritywas the strongest complementary relationship estimated in

all sectors. As energy prices increase, capital and materials would replace

energy. Since the materials-energy relationshipwas stronger than the

capital-energy relationship, it would be likely that more materials than capital

would be substituted for energy. Since labor and energy were strong comple-

ments, labor use would decrease significantly when energy use decreased.

In agriculture, capital-labor, capital-energy,

labor-materials and energy-materials all shared weak

capital-materials,

substitution relation-

ships. Labor-energywas the only complementary relationship in agriculture.

Given these relationships, capital and materials would replace energy when

its price rose, labor use would decrease with decreased energy use. The

capital variable in agriculture is unlike that used in the other sectors

discussed in this analysis. Land is included in capital along with

structures and equipment; in the other sectors, land is not included. It

is possible that inclusion of the land variable in capital diminishes

estimated substitution possibilities that exist between capital and energy

as well as capital and labor and possibly the other inputs. Historically

capital has been a strong substitute for labor; the estimates of the GBC

functiondid not reflect this substitution. It is therefore likely that

the other estimated elasticities of substitution in agriculture have been

biased downward (to the point of being negative for OLE) by including land

in the capital variable.

4.3 Elasticities of Input Demand

The elasticities of input demand are obtainable from the elasticities
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30/
substitution by.multiplying by the appropriate cost share.— The size

the elasticity of input demand indicates the percentage change in input use

that is associated with a percentage change in the price of that or other

inputs. The elasticities of input demand are given in Table 3 for the A’s

discussed in the text for 1947, 1957, 1967 and 1976.

The elasticities of input demand contain information that is similar

to that of the elasticities of substitution, in that the sign is the same.

However, from footnote 30, it is apparent that this elasticity of input

demand scales the elasticity of substitution by the cost share of the

input. So there is a different interpretation to the elasticity of input

demand. In particular, the elasticity of input demand is a percentage

change in quantity due to a one percent change in price whereas the elas-

ticity of substitution is a change in input quantity ratios due to a change

in input price ratios.

The own elasticities of input demand have the same sign as the own

elasticities of substitution, so there are as many positive signs in the

elasticities of input demand as there are for the elasticities of substi-

tution. Most of the negative own elasticitiesof input demand were inelastic

indicating that all inputs were relatively insensitive to an increase in their

own price. The input which was most responsive to a change in its own price

varied in each sector from year to year. For instance, capital was more

responsive than labor in petroleum and coal products and agriculture in

1947 and 1976 (cm > SLL),

1957 and 1967 (eLL > SK).

but labor was more responsive than capital in

The responsiveness of materials and energy also

30/ Note that although Uij = u. E.. # c— Note that e = 0..S
Ji’ lJ ji” ij lJ j’

now 0.. = a. but Si # Sj thus c
lJ Ji ij ~ cji where Sj is the cost share of input

je
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l’able3. Estimates of Elasticities of Input Demand..

Paper Chemical Petroleum Primary Agri-
Products Products and Coal Metals culture

Elasticity Year I = 1 a 2 =1 =1 =1= A A A

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

.55

.35

.005

.03

2.09
.94
.83

.64

.31

.06

.05
,04

-3.54
-1,50
-1.06
-.83

,17
.16
.18
.19

.27

.20

.28

.31

-.02
-,05
-.06
-.03

-.09
-,03
.002

-.04

1.06
-.11
.24
.02

4.98
3.02
2.51
2.20

.82
-.03
-.31
-.05

-4.50
-1.52

.69
-.63

.51

.76

.78

.97

.50

.42

.99

.87

.61

.09

.09

.26

-,14
.32
.65
.86

-.76
-.34
-.76

-1.03

.09

.07

.22

.21

-.11
-.16
-.08
-.31

1.11
.78
.91
.92

.02

.03

.15

.25

-.74
-.82
-.89
-.89

.006

.03
,02
.02

.92
1.11
1.26
.86

1.84
.08
.11

-.07

4.80
1.49
1.30
.95

-.05
.02
.02
.04

-5.69
-1.19
-.93
-.65

.39

.33

.32

.33

-.02
-.27
-.20
-.19

-.43
-.34
-.34
-.42

P39
,59
.68
.63

(-continued on

-.36
-.53
-.64
-.69

.55

.22

.24

.15

.04

.02

.03

.04

-.24
.33
.41
.44

.03

.03
,06
,11

-.18
-.83
-.88
.04

.02
-.03
-.06
-.05

-.09
.36
.56
.49

next page-)
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Table 3. - continued. ...

Paper Chemical Petroleum Primary Agri-
Products Products and coal Metals culture

Elasticity Year a=l A2. Al= 1=1 Al=

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

.16

.08

.09

.05

-.10
-.38
-.48
-.12

-.47
-.22
-.03
-.65

1.47
1.29
1.38
1.19

-.09
-.11
-.09
-.09

-.03
-.01
,0007

-.02

.07

.07

.08
,11

.09

.06

.02
-*O1

,79
-.04
-.51
-.06

5.72
.51
.45
.65

-5.68
-.06
1.26
-.53

8.35
4.13
5.02
3.45

-.14
-.15
-.07
-.07

-.04
.13
.22
.22

.27
,31
.32
.34

.12
-.19
-.46
-.50

-.18
-.25
-,15
-.05

.04

.14

.06

.03

-.83
-.51
-.41
-.74

1.37
1.03
.91
.87

.04

.03

.05

.05

.13

.10

.11

.04

,03
.02
.03
.0.3

-.18
-.15
-.19
-,13

-.009
.02
.03
.05

-1,13
-1.52
-1.86
-1.56

-.54
-.46
-.40
-.54

1.79
2.12
2.46
2.17

-.15
-.11
-.08
-.07

.13

.26

.25

.19

,25
.21
.17
,18

-.27
-.41
-.42
-,35

.03

.04

.08

.13

.24
-.45
-.56
-.28

-.27
.32

-.22
-.18

-.25
.33
.51
.47

-.04
.12
.14
.14

-.27
.95
.74
.22

-,06
,08
,07
.04

,75
-,40
-.70
-,59
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changed from year to year relative to the other inputs. In all sectors except

chemical products and agriculture, energy (c ) became more responsive to a
EE

change in its own price in 1976 than it was in 1967. This indicates that although

energy demand remained inelastic as energy prices rose significantly, demand

appeared to become more responsive than was the case before the oil price

rise of 1974.

The elasticities of input demand show the same relationship as the

elasticities of substitution, but as discussed above the quantity of the

elasticity of input demand represents how much input quantity changes in

response to a price change, rather than the ease of substitution between

inputs. Capitaland labor

the response of capital to

than the response of labor

were substitutes in all sectors. In addition,

a change in the price of labor was always greater

to a change in the price of capital (cVT > C,V).
n.h J4n

This was most likely due to the fact that the cost share of labor in pro-

duction was much larger than the cost share of capital. (See Appendix I,

Table 13 for cost shares

have a greater impact on

so it is reasonable that

data) For this reason, changes in labor cost would

total cost of production than changes in capital cost,

capital would adjust more readily to changes in labor

cost than labor to changes in capital cost. Capital cost increases would be

absorbed. The elasticities em and ELK were generally inelastic, with e
KL ‘n

petroleum and coal products being very close to zero. There were exceptions,

however, notably s~ in chemical products and primary metals; both sectors

had large elastic responses, decreasing from 1947 to 1976.

In 1947, capital was more responsive to a change in the price of energy

than energy use was to a change in the price of capital in all sectors

except petroleum and coal products. (c
KE

In 1957, this relation-
‘ ‘EK)”

ship changed (EEK z cKE) except for primary metals. This latter relationship
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held for all sectors in 1967 and 1976. This change in relationship was

most likely caused by the similarity in size of the capital and energy

cost shares. (See Appendix I, Table 1 for these cost shares) These

elasticities were of the same sign as the elasticities of substitution

between capital and energy and they were very inelastic. Recall that aKE

in Table 2 is very close to one in 1976 in all sectors, regardless of sign.

Capital was more responsive to a change in the price of materials than

materials was to a change in

similar to the capital-labor

have a dominant cost share,

the price of capital (SW > Em). This is

relationship. In this case, because materials

(see Appendix I, Table 1), it is likely that

capital is quite sensitive to a change in materials price for this

The elasticity, cm was quite inelastic for all sectors and years,

was quite elastic in paper products, chemical products and primary

reason.

but cm

metals,

%
became inelastic in these sectors in 1976. These cm were negative in

these sectors, recall that u~ was very large and negative in these sectors

also. The s~ were inelastic (and positive) for petroleum and coal products

and agriculture. A small substitution relationship between capital and

materials was evidenced by o~ in these sectors also.

The relationship between labor and energy was complementary for paper

products, primary metals and agriculture in all years examined except for

agriculture in 1947. The relationship was one of substitutes for chemical

products and petroleum and coal products. These relationships were also

present in uLE. In this relationship, it was found that energy responds

more to labor price changes than labor responds to energy price changes

(cEL > ELE). Since the cost share of labor was much larger than the energy cost
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share, (see Appendix I, Table 1) this result seems reasonable. In paper

products and petroleum and coal, this relationship was inelastic, but became

more elastic in 1957 and 1967. In 1976, however, these elasticities decreased

in size.
‘ecall ‘hat ‘LE

followed this same pattern; in these sectors it was

also close to one. In chemical products, primary metals and agriculture, this

elasticity became more inelastic over time, although primary metals remained

relatively elastic. In 1976, this elasticity increased in chemical products

and primary metals.

The relationships between

were similar in that materials

sectors except paper products.

materials and energy

substituted for both

and materials and labor

labor and energy in all

In addition, both energy and labor responded

more to a change in the price of materials than materials responded to a

change in the price of either energy or labor (E
EM ‘ ‘ME

and c
LM ‘sML) “

The materials cost share was larger than both labor and energy (as shown in

Appendix I, Table 1), so this result is similar to those results discussed

above. These elasticities between labor and

became more elastic in each year considered

the other four sectors this elasticity, also

from 1947 to 1967 but less elastic in 1976.

materials, although inelastic,

in chemical products. In

inelastic, became more elastic

Recall that U,w was one of the
U1

smaller elasticities of substitution. Notice that &n was substantially elastic

in all except the agricultural sector,
‘hereas ‘ME

was very inelastic in

all sectors. The cr~ elasticity was also very large and positive indicating

substantial substitution possibilities between energy and materials except

in agriculture. In general cm decreased in size from 1977 to 1976, CME

changed relatively little over the time period considered.
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4.4 Summary of Results for Elasticities of Substitution and Input Demand

In summary, these elasticities of substitution and input demand had

the correct negative sign for own elasticities in petroleum and coal,

primarily metals and agriculture. In paper products, capital, labor and

materials had mostly positive signs and in chemical products, capital and

labor also had mostly positive signs. These incorrect signs are related

to the curvature violations discussed above.

Capital and labor were strong substitutes in all five sectors, evidenced

by large elasticities of substitution. The elasticities of input demand

CKL
and c

LK
were mostly inelastic except for eKL for chemicals and primary

metals.

Capital and energy were substitutes in paper products, primary metals

and agriculture and complements in chemical products and petroleum and

coal. The elasticities of input demand CKE and SEK were all very inelastic.

Capital and materials were strong complements in paper products, chemical

products and primary metals. The elasticities of input demand, cm were

relatively elastic except in 1976, although Em for these sectors was

inelastic. Capital and materials were substitutes in petroleum and coal,

elasticities of substitution in these sectors were close to one. The

elasticities of input demand em, were also close to one. This is because

the cost share ofmaterials in these sectors was only slightly less than one.

(Note that Cii = aii if and only if the cost share of i is 1, or only one

input is used in production, this is rarely the case). On the other hand,

‘m
was very inelastic.

Labor and energy were complements in paper products, primary metals

and agriculture and substitutes in chemical products and petroleum and

coal. The elasticities of input demand, CLE and SEL, were both inelastic.

Labor and materials were substitutes in chemical products, petroleum

and coal, primary metals and agriculture. The elasticities of input

demand were very inelastic in these sectors. Labor and materials were
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complements in paper products, the elasticities of input demand were also

much less than one in this sector.

Energy and materials were strong substitutes in all sectors. In

addition, elasticities of input demand, c
EM

were quite elastic in paper

products, chemical products and primary metals. These elasticities of

input demand were very close to one in petroleum and coal and agriculture.

Elasticities of input demand, &ME were very inelastic.

The magnitudes of the cross elasticities varied from year to year.

This was most likely because the elasticities of substitution varied substan-

tially over time; recall that the elasticities of input demand are derived

from the elasticities of substitution as in footnote 30. A pattern that

was sometimes present was that the elasticities became more inelastic from

1947 to 1967 but more elastic from 1967 to 1976; cm, eKE, cm, SLK, CEE,

CLK’ CLE’ and ‘EL
displayed this pattern for some sectors. It was also

common to have the elasticities either increase or decrease over the whole

time period.

The response of energy to an increase in its own price was greater in

1976. It is interesting that this elasticity increased in 1976 when

energy prices were higher, after a long period of gradually declining real

energy prices. This greater response of energy to an increase in its own ,

price in 1976 may have resulted in the increased response of

to that same energy price increase, as the response of other

often more responsive to an energy price increase in 1976.

other variables

variables was

The elasticities of substitution and input demand changed significantly

when different values of A are considered. Since the log-likelihood

function for A = 1 is maximized for paper products, petroleum and coal
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products, primary metals and agriculture and for A = 2 for chemical products,

these elasticities represent the statistically optimal estimates, given the

constraints of the estimation.

It should also be noted that the estimates of the elasticities of

substitution and input demand are based on estimates of the y which have
ij

large standard errors; for this reason they must be qualified,

The variability of results from sector to sector must be acknowledged,

Each S(2CtO~reacted differently in both size and sign, Alsoz the direction

of change of elasticities from time period to time period varied across

sectors. This result indicates that each sector must be examined inde-

pendently to see what the effects of increased energy prices on a partic-

ular sector will be. This result has important policy implications. First?

there is reason for optimism in the diversity of reactions in all sectors,

In three of the five sectors capital and energy are substitutes Calthough

limited) and in only two of the five sectors are they complements. So even if

energy price increases affect some sectors adversely% not all will be

equally affected, Second, this diversity indicates that hroadsweeping

general energy policy is not appropriate, unless the policy allows each

sector to determine how much government a~d that sector requires, This

can only be accomplished by use Qf market mechanisms which allow each

sector to adjust as is required for prof~t maximization.

4.5 Comparison of Elasticities with the Berndt-Khaled Results

There are

to those found

which have the

many differences fn the stgns of these elasticities compared

by Berndt and Khaled (1978), There are some elasticities

same sign. (Recall that ?3erndt-Khaled used the K, L,.E, M
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model for aggregate U.S. manufacturing

‘KL
and o

EM’
which are positive in the

Berndt and Khaled have estimated a Uu

data f~r 1947-1971. ) These include

results of both models. However,

which is closer to one. The estimates

for am in Table 2 are much larger than the Berndt-Khaled estimates, except

for agriculture, which is less than one, The Berndt-Khaled estimate for

‘EM
is much smaller than one and thus smaller than the estimates in Table 2.

For u~, three of the five sectors in this model have negative signs which

agree in sign with the Berndt-Khaled results, Berndt and Khaledls estimate

for Cm is much smaller than the estimates in this model.

Both ‘KE and ‘LE
have two sectors in this model which agree in sign

with the Berndt-Khaled results, The Berndt-Khaled estimate for OKE is

negative and much larger than the negative e~timatesfor chemical products

and petroleum and coal products, The estimate for ULE for chemical prod-

ucts is-iarger than the Berndt-Khaled estimate, but the CJLE estimate

for coal and petroleum products in this model is much smaller than the

Berndt-Khaled estimate: The other three sectors in each case disagree in

sign with the Berndt-Khaled estimates for u
KE

and o
LE“

The elasticities f~r

~yy with the sign opposite the Berndt-Khaled estimate (in paper products,

primary metals and agriculture) are positive, but cldse to one. Thus ,

substitution between capital and energy in these three sectors exists but

is limited.

The elasticity, ULM, is the same sign as the Berndt-Khaled estimate

for only one of the five sectors. The negative elasticity estimated for

paper products is very close in size to the negative elasticity Berndt and

Khaled estimate. The elasticities for the other four sectors are positive

thus opposite in sign from the Berndt-Khaled estimates. These positive
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%4 are close to one so substitution here is also limited,

The differences in these results have certain implications. The most

important differences are in the estimates for UKE and ULE. In particular,

Berndt and Khaled estimate a large negative relationship between capital

and energy which implies that

increased energy prices. The

capital use will decrease significantly with

results from this model indicate that capital

use will decrease slightly when energy prices increase in two of the sec-

tors analyzed. Capital use will increase slightly in the other three

sectors. The results of this model do not imply that growth will be ham-

pered if energy prices are increased; the results of Berndt and Khaled

indicate that growth will most likely be dampened by higher energy prices.

Similarly, Berndt and Khaled estimate a strong positive relationship

between labor and

to be positive in

ship is estimated

energy whereas in this model this relationship is estimated

only two sectors, in the other three sectors the relation-

to be negative. The Berndt-Khaled result implies that

labor use will

This indicates

increase with increased energy prices as

that unemployment problems will be eased

labor replaces energy.

somewhat despite

energy price increases. The results of this model imply that the unemployment

problem will be exacerbated by energy price increases. Divergence in the

results of these models indicates that the estimates of the elasticities

are sensitive to the data. The estimates of the

function which are used in the derivation of the

large standard errors so that they cannot refute

parameters of the GBC

various elasticities have

the estimat~of Berndt

and Khaled which have much smaller standard errors. Further study is

needed to determine if these differences in results are due to disaggregation,

time period covered or capital (or other) variable differences.
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4.6 Returns to Scale, Rate of Total Cost Diminution, Total Factor Produc-
~ivity, and Bias to Technical Change

,,

‘Thereturns to scale and rate of total cost diminution discussed in

section 2.1 defined in equation (13) and ~14) respectively are given in

Table 4, for 1947, 1957, 1967 and 1976. These two terms are multiplied

to give the primal rate of total factor productivity which is given in

Table 4 also discussed in section 2,1and defined in equation (15).

In all sectors, the returns to scale were greater than 1 in 1947. The

returns to scale generally decreased between 1947 and 1976 although in agri-

culture, returns to scale increased in 1957 and decrease thereafter. In

petroleum and coal and primary metals, returns to scale became slightly less

than one in 1967 and significantly less than one in 1976. In 1976, the

returns to scale in paper products also became less than but close to one.

Returns to scale remained larger than one in chemical products and agri-

culture for all years considered. If the argument is true, that these

large increasing returns are due to utiliztng excess capacity it indicates

31/
that excess capacity in firms was increasing over time.— In particular,

excess capacitywas not utilized in 1976 to the extent it was utilized in

1947, thus returns to scale decreased in 1976,

The estimates of rate of total cost diminution in all sectors were

small except in agriculture. Although the rate increased in most sectors

between 1947 and 1967, it decreased again in 1976. In any case, rate of total

cost diminution remained small in the other four sectors, These results

31/ Berndt and Khaled (1978) make this argument as they obtained
simil~ results for returns to scale and total cost diminution!
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Table 4. Estimates of Returns to Scale, Rate of Total Cost Diminution
and Rate of Total Factor Productivity.

Paper Chemical Petroleum Primary Agri-
Products Products and Coal Metals culture

a=1 A=2 A =1 A =1 a =1

*
&
Ct

*

‘ft

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1.33
1.16
1.03
.98

.002

.004

.004

.003

.003

.004

.005

.003

#
is returns to scale.

Cy

c~t is rate of total cost diminution.

2.18
1.56
1.20
1.08

-.007
-.005
-.003
-.005

-.015
-.007
-.004
-.005

1.19
1.04
.99
.85

.004

.004

.004

.003

.004

.005

.004

.002

3.12
1.44
.94
.87

-.0003
.00005
.0005
.0002

-.001
.00008
.0004
.0002

1.97
2.35
2.09
1.93

.015

.017

.019
,019

.029

.040

.041

.038

“h
is rate of total factor productivity”
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indicate that increases in factor productivity were due more to increasing

returns to scale and less to technical change. This result may be explained

by the correlation of cost, output capacity and time. Agriculture showed

significant cost decreases over time as well as large scale economies and

productivity increases.

If excess capacity becomes utilized more fully, costs will decrease.

If decreases in costs (increasing returns to scale) are more highly corre-

lated with output than with time, the result will be large returns to

scale and a small rate of total cost diminution.

The annual rate of total factor productivity is also shown in Table 4.

Total factor productivity was positive for all sectors except chemical pro-

ucts which showeda .5% decrease in productivity in 1976, The other sectors

showed positive factor productivity. Annual productivity increased from

1947 to 1967 but decreased thereafter in 1976 for paper products and agri-

culture. In petroleum and coal the decrease was in 1967. Primary metals

showed the smallest productivity increases”;in 1976, factor productivity

increased only .02%. The largest productivity increase$ 4.1%, occurred in

1967 in agriculture, but it is large in agriculture in all years. These

estimptes of total factor productivity are similar in size to the estimates

Berndt and Khaled obtain. The 1976 decrease in the rate of factor productivity

increases substantiately the current claim that productivity is increasing

less rapidly in the U.S. manufacturing in current years, productivity in

agriculture remains high.

From the derivation of total factor productivity in section 2.1, it is

observed that prices will have an effect on total factor productivity. The

way these various input prices affect total factor productivity can be
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obtained by taking the partial derivative of total factor productivity

with respect to the appropriate price [equation (25) in section 2.1].

The effects of the various price changes ~n total factor productivity

are given in Table .5for 1947, 1957, 1967 and 1976. In all sectors,

capital price increases caused productivity in all sectors to decrease in

all years considered but with very small increases in paper and chemical

products. Labor price incre~ses~ however, didnot decrease factor produc-

tivity in any sector or year. These decreases or increases in productivity

remained fairly constant from year to year. Material price increases de-

creased total factor productivity in paper products, primary metals and

agriculture in every year. In petroleum and coalt material price increases

didnot decrease total factor productivity, In chemical products? material

price increases didnot decrease factor productivity in 1947 and 1957 but

they did decrease factor

The main interest

increases have on total

productivity in 19.67a,nd1976,

in this paper is the effect that energy price

factor productivity. From Table 52 it can be seen

that energy price increases would decrease total factor productivity with

some sectors more seriously affected than others, This result, coupled

with the negative elasticity of substitution between energy and capital

in chemical products and petroleum and coal

increases would have large negative effects

It should be noted that the effect wn total

indicate that energy price

on output in these sectors.

factor productivity of in-

creases in the price of capital, labor and energy

the technical bias? discussed below,

The coefficients TK, TL, -TEand Tl[ in Table

are directly related to

1 give the bias to

technical change. The coefficients show that technical change

“capital using in all sectors. All sectors showed labor saving

energy using biases. Primary metals and agriculture showed

was

and
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Table 5. Changes in Total Factor Productivity Due to Changes in
Input Price.

Change in
Total Factor
Productivity Year Paper Chemical Petroleum Primary Agri-

Due to a 1% Products Products and Coal Metals culture

Increase in: A=l a=2 a=l A=l A=l

‘K
1947
1957
1967
1976

PL 1947
1957
1967
1976

PE

‘M

1947

1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

-.0003
-.0001
-.0001
-.0001

.0057

.0036

.0027

.0025

-.0021
-.0021
-.0022
-.0013

-.0002
-.0003
-.0003
-.0002

-.0005
-.0001
-.0001
-.0001

.0137

.0074

.0047

.0043

_O~061

-.0050
-.0043
-.0027

.0016

.00009
-.00028
-.00015

-.0025
-.0028
-.0019
-.0012

.0006

.0004

.0003

.0001

-.0013
-.0012
-.0013
-.0009

.0036

.0029

.0029

.0026

-.0024
-.0006
-.0004
-.0003

.0087

.0029

.0016

.0014

-.0017
-.0008
-.0006
-.0004

-.0015
-.0007
-.0005
-.0005

-.0135
-.0096
-.0083
-.0074

.0537

.0498

.0355

.0309

-.0007
-.0006
-.0006
-.0006

-.0219
-.0308
-.0267
-.0226
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technical change as materials using but paper products, chemical products

and petroleum and coal showed a materials saving bias. These results are

very similar to those of Berndt and Khaled. The energy using bias is

expected as energy prices were decreasing over most of the time period

considered. The recent energy price increases may eventually change this

bias, however, the static,nature of the GBC model makes this difficult to

capture as the bias to technical change is constant over the whole time

period considered, because it was necessary to assume the parameters are

constant over the whole time period. In relation to total factor

productivity notice that capital and energy were factor using and neg-

atively affected total factor productivity when prices were increased.

Labor was factor saving, so increases in its price did not decrease factor

productivity.

Again it should be stressed that the estimates of the y
ij

parameters

have large standard errors. The estimates of the other nine parameters,

however, have smaller standard errors. This implies that estimates of

bias to technical change, returns to scale, total cost diminution and total

factor productivity are fairly reliable. The estimates of the elasticities

of substitution and input demand, however, are not as reliable. The

results and implication of the results must again be qualified by this fact.

5.1 Results of the Vector Autoregressive Model

The general conclusion that can be drawn from the coefficients of the

vector autoregressive model (VAR) is that the estimates associated with

the exchangeability prior (EXC) generally do not differ very much from

the OLS estimates, meaning that the coefficients across sectors are not

very similar.x/ This indicates that if the coefficients come from the

32/ These coefficients will not be presented in this paper because
it wofid entail the presentation of 378 equations. Interested readers are
directed to the dissertation of the author, appendix VI.
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same distribution that it has a large variance. This is not to say that

the exchangeability prior is inappropriate, but rather that the stochastic

processes underlying each sector are different.z’

A eest for each equation was performed, using the OLS estimates, to see

if a standard pooled time series-cross section analysis would be appropriate.

The null hypothesis in this test is that the coefficients for each variable

are the same across sectors. This hypothesis was rejected for all equations

at the .01 percent level. The test statistics are given in Table 6. Rejection

of the null hypothesis implies that the standard pooling models are inappro-

priate. Since the exchangeability model does not restrict coefficients

across sectors to be the same, this test says nothing about the exchange-

ability prior. This test also implies that reaction from sector to sector

differs and a sectoral analysis is necessary to determine what the effect

will be. More will be said on this point in a latter part of this paper.

The exchangeability estimation procedure allows the data to determine

how similar coefficients will be across sectors. There are two different

phenomena operating in this procedure. The first is the method in which

the data enter the estimates (eqns. (36)-(39)). If the variance within the

sector is small relative to the variance across sectors, the exchangeability

estimates (EXC) will be closer to the OLS estimates, although it will still

be pulled towards the mean. If the variance within one sector is large

relative to the variance across sectors, the EXC estimates will be pulled

33/ These estimates for the OLS coefficients were obtained from a
progr~ written by Thomas Doan, Dept. of Economics, Univ. of Minnesota
called Regression Analysis of Time Series (RATS).

The exchangeability estimates were obtained with the use of this
program which is able to utilize a subroutine written by the user. The
subroutine followed the estimation technique discussed in section 3.4.

The impulse response function using the orthogonal decomposition
discussed in section 3.6 was also done by RATS, using the exchangeability
estimates.
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Table 6. Test Statistics for Pooling Data=.

Equation
for F Statistic~

RY 3.083

K ‘1.769

RPK 2.431

L 3.038

RPL 1.603

E 2.276

RPE 4.441

IM 2.969

RPIM 1.265

*HO: 611=821= ● “” ’821 1

‘12=622= ““” ’622 2
.
.
.

‘110= ‘210= ““* ‘211O

F=
ss~ - SSR-/(lOM - 10)

SSR<./(f’T_ - 10M)

‘%=

SSRU =

Tr =

M=

u
r=l r

Sum of Squared Residuals from restricted regression (regression
using all observations).

Sum of Squared Residuals from unrestricted regressions (regression
of each sector’s observations, summed)

number of observations in sector r

Number of sector (21).

‘200,399 ‘“01) = 1“0”
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more heavily toward the mean estimates. Second, the priors assumed for the

means and variances of the different parameters can also pull the estimates

toward the OLS or mean estimates. In this model, a relatively strong exchange-

ability prior was assumed (recall p = 18 was used as a prior). Thus even with

a strong exchangeability prior, the data carried more weight and suggested that

sectoral parameters are very different. This result substantiates the result

of the GBC analysis which suggests that estimates differ across sectors. This

result also implies that a standard pooled time

approach that restricts all sectors to have the

analysis is inappropriate.

series, cross sectional

same coefficients or an aggregate

Although the OLS and EXC estimates do not differ greatly, the use of the

exchangeability prior is still justified. Of course, the actual justification

for this exchangeability procedure is the a priori belief that the exchange-

ability prior is appropriate for this data set because the cross-sectioned

units are interrelated through economic interactions and similar processes

are estimated in each sector. However, if this reason for using the procedure

is put aside, other reasons exist for using this procedure.

underlying Bayesian model, which led to the exchangeability

problem demands explicit statement of the prior. Note that

First, the

prior for this

the exchangeability

procedure is similar to ridge regression.x’ One problem with ridge regression,

that is circumvented by the exchangeability procedure, is that picking a

particular value, K,to add to the X’X matrix is often not justifiable.

The value chosen, in a standard analysis is justified implicitly by the

analyst. In the Bayesian framework, however, the prior is described

explicitly, resulting in

34/ In the model Y
or mo~ generally (X’X +

a certain value to be added to the XIX matrix. The

= XB + U, the ridge estimator is: (XIX + kI)-l(X’Y)
kQ)-l (X’Y), see Hoerl and Kennard (1970).
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reviewer of the Bayesian work may not agree with the prior, but because the

prior is stated explicitly, the results can be viewed in light of the assump-

tions underlying the work. The reviewer of the standard (non-Bayesian) work,

does not know the implicit assumptions of the analyst, which enter in ridge

regression via k. If the reviewer takes issue with the results (of the

standard genre), it is not clear if the issue with the results per se or with

the implicit (unstated) assumptions of the analyst. Unstated influences or

arbitrariness are not a problem in the Bayesian context.

Another reason for using the exchangeability procedure is given by

Lindley and Smith (1972, p. 17). They state that “least squares have a

tendency to produce regression estimates which are too large in absolute

value, of incorrect sign and unstable with respect to small changes in the

data.” The reason for this is that OLS estimates are sensitive to outliers;

with limited data this is a problem. The exchangeability estimates (EXC)

tend to draw the sectoral coefficients to the mean, thereby stabilizing

them, avoiding some of the problems of the OLS estimates.

It should be noted that the standard errors of the coefficients in the

exchangeability model are significantly smaller than those of the OLS model.

The standard errors of the EXC should be smaller than those of the OLS model,

as discussed in section 3.4.

the standard error estimates

However, a large difference occurs because

of the exchangeability model are conditional

on the true mean parameter and thus provide a lower bound for the estimates
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of the standard errors. Since the true mean is not known, the variance

of the EXC coefficients would be larger. In this case, because the OLS

and EXC coefficients are so similar, the standard errors of the EXC

coefficients would be closer to (but less than) the OLS standard errors than

the conditional standard errors given. The OLS standard errors form an

upper bound.

One final point can be made about the VAR model. Generally, in the

vector autoregressive specification the assumption of no serial correlation

is made. This is legitimate because the autoregressive representation of

the stochastic process (equation (26) in section 3.1 for this model) will

have no serial correlation if enough lags are included in the specification.

The reason being that as more lags are included, more of the nonrandom element

of the stochastic process is explained. If enough lags are included, the only

thing which is not explained is the random element, which is not serially
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correlated. In this model, only one lag is used becauseof data constraints,

so it is possible that serial correlation exists. The Durbin-Watson statistic

is not a legitimate test when lagged dependent (stochastic) variables are

35/
used as explanatory variables, so another test must be used.— Therefore,

in this model another test was used to determine if serial correlation was

a problem. The test used was: the residuals from the OLS regression, Ut,

were run on the lagged residuals from the same regression, ut-l (i.e. the

regression u + Et was run).
t

If the autocorrelation coefficient w,
= w ‘t-l

from this regression, is close to one, autocorrelation is a problem. The

results from this test, autocorrelation coefficients for all equations for

all sectors are given in Table 7. The largest autocorrelation coefficient

reported is .37. Most coefficients are much smaller than this, so auto-

correlation is judged not to be a very serious problem in this model.

The coefficients of the vector autoregressive model hold very little

intuitive meaning because the equations are not structural or behavioral

equations, but rather are more mechanical, like reduced form equations. In

addition, the coefficients of these equations do not describe how the system

interacts. The system interaction, in response to a shock in one of the

system variables which is

response function. Since

content, they will not be

of this model will center

what is of interest, is described by the impulse

the autoregressive coefficients hold little economic

discussed further. The discussion of the results

on the impulse

IRF can be derived from the coefficients

(46) in section 3.5.

response function. Recall that the

of the VAR as shown in equation

35/ The Durbin-Watson test applies
See J~nston (1972, p. 305).

only tononstochastic variables,
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As noted in section 3.6, the impulse response function considered is

orthogonalized to account for covariance of the residuals of the equations

using a particular ordering.%’ If each variable is shocked in each sector

the result is 189 separate impulse response functions (IRF), each IRF show-

ing the effect on the nine variables in the system. This is too much in-

formation to discuss in any detail, so rather than presenting all the results,

emphasis will be placed on those impulse response functions related to

energy price increases. It is also possible to investigate indirect effects

of energy price increases on the price of other inputs, discussed in sec-

tion

5.2

3.1. This will also be done.

First Period Responses of Inputs to Changes in Their Own Price

Before discussing the impulse response functions in detail, a general

comment can be made. The reaction measured by the impulse response function

is dynamic in that the path of changes in quantity response to initial

price increase is observed. The first period response in this orthogonal-

ized impulse response function is the covariance of residuals of the equa-

tions. This is discussed in some detail in section 3.6. However, often in

subsequent periods the sign of the reaction changes, implying that it takes

several years for reactions to shocks in variables to work through the

economy. This dynamic system cannot be captured by a static model.

The variables used in this analysis are entered as natural logarithms

so that the interpretation of the impulse response function is percentage

change in all variables in the system in response to a 1% shock (change)

36/ Recall that the ordering used is: RPE, RY, K, RPK, L, RPL, E,
IM, ~~M.
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37/
in a particular variable.— This is also the definition of an elasticity.

This shock is carried out for ten steps. The first response is very similar

to a static elasticity. The first period response (step O) of energy to an

38/
increase in the price of energy is no-zero.— The following

(step 1-9) of the IRF are the succeeding percentage change in

system in response to the orginal shock. For this reason the

responses

variables of the

impulse response

functions are labelled dynamic elasticities.~’ Because of this elasticity

interpretation, the size of the response as well as the sign have some economic

interpretation.

First, consider the response of the input variables to a change in

their own price. These first period responses to the price of energy, price

37/ The impulse response function was normalized so it could be
interp~ted in this way. Originally the shock was one standard deviation
of the variable as illustrated in the example using equations (47) and (48).

38/ Because of the ordering, variables appearing first are correlated—
with all variables after it in the ordering. Variables appearing at the
end of the ordering have zero covariance with preceding variables. This is
illustrated by the IRF in the Appendix.

39/ Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976) define dynamic elasticities as—

‘T A ‘T+T

~“ApT “
These are exactly the terms that are in the impulse response

function, where T indicates an increment in time.
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of capital, price of labor and price of materials are given in Figures 3, 4,

5 and 6 respectively. Each figure shows the response of all 21 sectors.w’

The bar graph in Figure 3 represents the percentage response in the same

period to a one percent change in energy price. The actual numbers are given

in Appendix II, Tables 1-21, as the zero step forecast. Because of the order of

orthogonalization, the zero step responses of the other inputs, capital, labor

and materials, to an increase in their own price are zero. Figures 4, 5 and

6, therefore, represent the percentage response of capital, labor and

materials in the period immediately following a one percent increase in their

own price.

The response of energy to a one percent increase in the price of energy

is negative for all sectors. Most researchers find that in aggregate analyses,

the own price elasticity for energy is inelastic. Figure 3 shows that most

sectors do indeed show an inelastic response to energy price increases,

although five sectors

elasticities. Energy

Appendix I, Table 1)

elasticity responses:

show an elastic response and two sectors show unit

has the smallest factor share of all inputs (see

The majority of these sectors with elastic or unit

apparel, printing and publishing, rubber and plastics,

and leather products are involved in the production of nondurable goods.

This larger response indicates that energy use in these nondurable goods

production is more sensitive to energy price increases than energy use is in

most of the durable goods sectors. It also seems that the production process

40/ Recall the sector number refers to the 2-digit SIC code except
for ag~culture. The sectors are: (20) Food and Kindred Products; (21)
Tobacco Products; (22) Textile Mill Products; (23) Apparel, Other Textile
Products; (24) Lumber and Wood Products; (25) Furniture and Fixtures;
(26) Paper and Allied Products; (27) Printing and Publishing; (28) Chemical
and Allied Products; (29) Petroleum and Coal Products; (30) Rubber, Misc.
Plastics Products; (31) Leather, Leather Products; (32) Stone, Clay and
Glass Products; (33) Primary Metal Industries; (34) Fabricated Metal Products;
(35) Machinery, except Electrical; (36) Electric, Electronic Equipment;
(37) Transportation Equipment; (38) Instruments Related Products; (39)
Miscellaneous Manufacturing; (40) Agriculture.
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is slightly more flexible in these nondurable goods sectors than in the other

nondurable goods sectors not mentioned above. The remaining three sectors,

which show elastic responses to energy price increases: lumber products,

furniture and fixtures and miscellaneous manufacturing, produce durable goods,

two are related to lumber. This result indicates that these are the only

durable goods sectors with enough flexibility sufficient for energy use to

decrease significantly with increased energy prices.

Figure 4 gives the first period percentage response of capital in all

sectors to a one percent change in the price of capital. The bare majority

of responses in this figure are negative, with nine positive responses. All

responses seem to be quite small (less than .5 in absolute value) which

indicates that the capital variable is relatively unresponsive. This iS

possibly due to the different nature of the capital input. Capital is dif-

ferent from labor in that once capital is purchased, it is held until it

becomes obsolete or no longer functional. Labor and other inputs on the other

hand, can be increased or decreased with ease. For a more complete discussion

of the capital variable see Appendix 1.

The first period response of labor to the increase in the price of

labor is given for all sectors in Figure 5. It can be noted that all but

six sectors show that labor use increases as the price of labor increases.

Gne explanation for this positive response is that as prices (and wages)

increase, an upswing in the business cycle is often being experienced, thus

increased output and increased employment are also reported. This effect

outweighs the decrease in employment that might otherwise result from increased

wages. Only transportation showed an elastic response.
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From Figure 6, it is apparent that the first period response of materials

is generally elastic and quite variable. In eight sectors the response is

negative. In four sectors the response is positive but less than one. How-

ever, in nine remaining sectors, the response is positive and greater than

one. Materials has the largest factor share, much larger than any other

input, thus changes in its price have a greater effect on cost than do changes

in the price of other inputs, which explains the large response.

possible that the positive response exhibited by the majority of

also explained by the large materials cost share in production.

It iS

sectors is

In parti-

cular, it is possible that, like labor, materials prices may be most likely

to increase during an upswing in the economy, when output is also increasing.

Since materials compose such a large portion of output, it is likely that

overall materials use would increase as output increased, despite

decrease in materials use that would have most likely occurred in

increased materials prices.

an initial

reaction to

5.3 Dynamic Responses to Changes in the Price of Energy: Direct Effects

The results discussed thus far refer only to the first period response

to a shock in the four price variables of the system. It is also important

to look at the dynamic reaction as this gives more insight into the workings

of the system. In this paper only the dynamic response of the system of

variables to a shock in the price of energy will be discussed. The response

of a system to a shock in the price of energy is of particular interest

because it shows the simultaneous response of the system over time
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to an energy price increase. Also, the sectoral breakdown clearly indicates

that each sector responds in a unique way as is evidenced by the size and

41/sign of the reaction.—

The responses of inputs and output to an increase in the price of

energy will be discussed as these responses show the direct effect of an

energy price increase. In addition, the response of the prices of capital

and intermediate materials to a shock in the price of energy will be dis-

cussed as these responses may show some of the indirect effects of energy

price increases.

The impulse response functions given in Appendix II have printed

responses from steps O to 9. However, in any forecast or simulation such

as the impulse response function, the variance of the forecast increases

with time. Thus the variance of the fourth step is larger than the variance

of the zero step and the variance of the ninth step is considerably larger

than the variance of the fourth step and so on. The reason for this is

that the first prediction is based on actual data; forecasts in subsequent periods

are based on forecasts from previous periods which have variance. These

variances thus grow with each consecutive forecast considered. In consider-

ing forecasts or simulations based on annual data, the greatest accuracy

is in the first few simulations as the simulations are also annual. If

quarterly or monthly data is used, projections in later periods are more

meaningful as the projections are on a quarterly or monthly basis. For

g/ The impulse response functions for the response to an increase
in the price of energy are shown in Appendix II. Impulse response functions
that are of particular interest are shown graphically.
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this reason the discussion of the impulse response function is limited to

steps O through 4, although steps through step 9 are reported. It should be

noted that even in this shortened projection period considered, the zero and

first steps are the most reliable.

As noted above, one interesting result of this model is that the response

of each sector is unique. This has specific policy implications, as will be

discussed in a latter section, but it presents difficulty in the discussion

of the results. Since the capital response is perhaps one of the most

important responses to increased energy prices, the sectors have been divided

into three groups based on the reaction of the capital variable. A repre-

sentative sector or two will be discussed in each group, reactions which

greatly differ from the representative sectors will be noted.

Figures 7-11 illustrate graphically the percentage response of output,

capital, labor, energy and materials to a one percent increase in energy

price. In step zero, the response shown by Y, K, L, E and M occurs in the

same period (year) as the increase in energy prices. In the following

periods, the reactions of these variables to the same increase in energy

price are shown for consecutive years. In essence these diagrams show how

this energy price increase moves through the system. In terms of an explicit

interpretation, consider Figure 7. In step O, the graph shows that energy

use decreased by about .09 by one percent in the same period energy price

increased by one percent. Output decreased by .15 percent in that same year

while capital increased by .19 percent, labor use decreased by .15 percent

and materials use decreased by .37 percent. The year following the energy

price increase (step 1), energy use rose .03 percent from the level used the

previous year (step O). Capital increased .25 percent from the level of
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the previous year, and so on. In interpreting these graphs, there are several

things to note. First, reactions of variables are to original one percent

increase in the price of energy (step O), the price of energy does not increase

in subsequent years (steps 1-4). Second, the effects are cumulative in the

sense that each step shows the change in that variable from the level of the

previous year, not from step O (the year of the energy price increase). Finally,

note that the scales of these figures differ; this is due to the diverse and

unique reactions of each sector to a 1% energy price increased.

In the first group, capital shows a sustained positive response except

for sector 35, machinery except electrical, in which the reaction of capital

is negative for one period. The sectors which belong to this group are:

(20) food and kindred products; (21) tobacco products; (22) textile products;

(26) paper and allied products; (35) machinery except electrical; (36)

electric , electronic equipment; (38) instruments and related products;

(39) miscellaneous manufacturing; and (40) agriculture. Within this group,

there are two basic responses in the direction of the positive response:

positive with an increasing rate and positive with a decreasing rate. The

positive, increasing rate response is the smallest group and is composed of paper

products, machinery, and miscellaneous manufacturing. The other sectors belong

to the positive, decreasing rate group. A representative sector from each of

these subgroups will be discussed. These are sector 26, paper and allied

products for the positive, increasing rate group and sector 40, agriculture

for the positive, decreasing rate group.
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In the second group, the change in capital is initially positive, but

negative thereafter. The sectors in this group are: (23) apparel; (24) lumber

and wood products; (25) furniture and fixtures; (27) printing and publishing;

(28) chemical and allied products; (29) petroleum and coal products; (31)

leather and leather products; (32) stone, clay and glass products; (33) primary

metals products; (34) fabricated metal products, and (37) transportation equip-

ment. In this group, two representative sectors; (28) chemical products and

(34) fabricated metals, will be discussed. Although the capital reaction is

the same in both these sectors, the reactions of other variables differ.

The third group has only one member, sector (30), rubber and miscel-

laneous plastic products. In this group the reaction of capital is negative

and remains negative. Because this sector’s reaction is uniquely different

from the other sectors in that its initial response is negative, it warrants

discussion.

Capital initially increases in response to a 1% increase in the price energy

in the paper products sector. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Energy use

decreases in this period. This combination of reactions indicates that the

new capital purchases are energy saving, however, this capital may be in the

form of insulation as the decrease in energy use is small. In this same period

labor, materials and output decrease. In the next period (step 1) capital use

increases from the previous level. In this period, the use of other inputs:

energy, labor and materials, as well as output also increase. Since energy

use and output both increase it is difficult to say if this new capital is

energy efficient. In the following period (step 2), capital use continues

to increase, but the rate of increase is less than the previous period, All
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of the other inputs continue to be used at an increasing rate, but use of

energy, labor and materials peak in this period. The percentage increase in

output in this period is greater than the increases in inputs, which indicates

that although inputs increase significantly proportional increase in output

is greater. In subsequent periods (steps 3 and 4), capital stock increases

at an increasing rate however the use of energy, although positive, is less

than in the previous period. It is possible that the spurt in the capital

stock is energy saving, although energy use has not decreased substantially.

The rate of increase in use of the other inputs, labor and materials has

also decreased from the previous period but the change in use is still positive.

The change in output follows this same path with the rate of increase this

period less than the previous period but the net change is still positive.

The other sectors in this subgroup: machinery and miscellaneous manufactur-

ing show similar patterns. See Appendix II, Tables 16 and 20. Miscellaneous

manufacturing shows definite decreases in energy consumption but machinery

shows more of a levelling off of energy use. If indeed the second spurt of

investment is for energy efficient capital, the most effective energy saving

capital is purchased in the miscellaneous manufacturing sector as change in

energy use remain negative in this sector. The least effective capital is

purchased by the machinery sector as the rate of change in energY in this sector

increases over time. Paper products is in between these, because rate of

change in energy use, although positive decreases over time.

In the second subgroup of this first group, the agricultural sector is

the representative sector discussed. The response of capital to a 1% increase

in energy price in this sector is also positive but increases over time occur

at a decreasing rate. This is illustrated in Figure 8. In the same period as

the energy price increase (step O) capital increases but energy use decreases.

The other input variables, labor and materials, as well as output, also decrease

in this period. Since capital

while energy use decreases, it

somewhat energy saving. It is

in this sector increases, in this period,

seems that the capital purchased is

also likely that this capital is labor
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saving. In the second period (step 1), the capital stock increases at a

decreasing rate, labor and energy continue to decrease in this period

while materials use increases. Output decreases in this period but the

decrease is less than in the previous period. This pattern continues for

the following periods for all variables (steps 2,3 and 4) except that the

change in energy, although it remains negative, decreases at a slower rate

from steps 2 to 40 Output increases in step 4, probably in response to the

sustained increase in materials use. This pattern of input use indicates

that capital being purchased is somewhat energy and labor saving.

In other sectors in this subgroup, electric equipment and instruments

also show negative change in energy use, in neither case is the change a

sustained decrease in use, but rather the decrease in use slows at some

period in the projection interval considered; to see this, consider Tables

17 and 19 in Appendix II. The other three sectors in this subgroup: food

products, tobacco products and textile products show energy use eventually

increasing, after an initial decrease. In this subgroup then it seems that

the capital purchases do incorporate some moderate energy saving equipment,

as decreases in energy use occur over several initial periods. Since energy

use does eventually increase in some sectors in this subgroup, long-run energy

efficient capital purchases are not evident. It could be that, in these sectors

in this subgroup where energy use does eventually increase, sustained

capital purchases are primarily for capital that is geared at energy saving

such as insulation, but is not geared at changing the entire production

process.
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Of the second group discussed above, the chemical products sector is

analyzed first. Figure 9 shows that in chemical products capital increases

slightly in response to a 1% energy price increase. Energy use decreases in

this first period also. In the next period (step 1), the capital variable

decreases slightly. Energy and labor use are still negative but the use of

materials increases. In this sector materials have the largest factor share;

thus it is possible that increases in materials use means output need not

decrease even though the use of other inputs decreases. Output in this period

has increased. In the next period (step 2) capital continues to decrease,

but the other inputs including energy increase. It is possible that in this

period, capital is being used more intensively, as is evidenced by the increased

use of the other inputs. Capital is measured as a stock rather than the flow

of capital actually used each year, so actual capital utilized is not

measured.g/ In the last period (step 4), the change in energy use is negative

the change in capital is still negative. The use of the other inputs

increases, but at a decreasing rate. Thus the increased utilization of capital

and increased input usage is still evident. These responses indicate that

initial capital purchases are geared primarily at conservation, such as

greater purchases of insulation, new energy saving lighting fixtures. This

type of capital use could account for the small response of capital. Since

energy use also decreases, conservation is evident. This impulse response

function seems to capture relatively short run responses to the energy price

increase. Longer run responses such as the purchase of new energy efficient

capital are not picked up.

42/ Measures of capital are generally in stock terms. In particular,
in th~ paper, capital is measured as the stock of capital or book value.
For a more detailed description of the capital variable see Appendix I.
In general, flow measures of capital are difficult to obtain. Diversity
of capital is one reason this type of measure is difficult to obtain.
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Fabricated metal products is in the second group with chemical products,

but it differs in several respects from the response of chemical products,

as illustrated in Figure 10. In fabricated metal products, the change in

capital is also initially positive (step O) in response to a 1% increase in

energy price. The use of all other inputs and output decrease in this time

period. Capital in the next period (step 1) increases, but the rate of

increase has slowed. The use of all inputs except energy increases. Output

also increases. In the following period (step 2) capital continues to increase,

but the rate of increase has fallen still further. The use of all other

inputs is positive, even energy usage increases. This pattern of input usage

indicates that initial capital expenditures are geared at conservation as

energy usage has decreased as capital expenditures have increased. However,

as output increases it is apparent that the new capital is not energy efficient

as energy use eventually increases. In the next period (step 3), capital use

decreases, but the use of other inputs increases. The rate of increase in the

use of other factors is less than in the previous periods. In the next

period (step 4), the use of energy and labor continue to increase, but the

use of capital, materials and output decreases. In this sector, it appears

that energy is conserved, initially with the use of some additional capital.

In subsequent periods as materials and output increase, energy use increase,

possibly because energy comprises a small percentage of total costs; thus other

factors have a greater impact on energy usage. It does not appear that

capital accumulation involves long-run energy efficient processes as capital

accumulation diminishes and energy use increases.
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Of the other sectors in this group: wood products; furniture and fix-

tures; leather products; stone, clay and glass products; and transportation

equipment show energy use (sustained negative change

the chemical products sector. Apparel, printing and

products and primary metals show the same pattern of

(initial negative change and then positive change in

in use) comparable to

publishing, petroleum

usage of energy

use) as the fabricated

metal products sector. In all of these sectors capital first increases and

decreases in subsequent periods, energy responds as noted. Because capital

use increases only slightly in most of these sectors, it seems that capital

purchases go toward energy conserving type capital , with short payback periods,

such as insulation. In sectors where energy use remains negative, this capital

is effective. In sectors where energy use eventually increases, it seems

that other factors have greater influence on energy usage than the price of

energy.

In the third group is the rubber, miscellaneous plastics products, shown

in Figure 11. This sector alone shows an initial decrease in capital in

response to a 1% increase in energy price. In that same period all other

inputs, labor, energy, materials as well as output decrease. In fact, the

change in all inputs, capital, labor, energy and materials, as well as output

remains negative for the entire projection period. Capital continues to

decrease more in each period whereas with labor, energy, materials and

output although change in usage remains negative, the rate of decline in

usage slows. Although energy use decreases in this sector, the decrease

in other inputs indicates that there is a general decline in this sector.
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No new capital is purchased, and output falls. Since no new capital is

purchased, it is unlikely that energy saving capital is adopted. This

sector, and thus this group, seems to be the most adversely affected by

an increase in energy price.

The size of the responses of variables to an increase in the price

of energy varies greatly from sector to sector. In general, the response

of capital is initially small, but it becomes larger (more elastic) in the

long run. This response is small because energy has a small factor share

and a one percent increase in its price is likely to have only a small

effect on capital purchases. The size of the reaction of labor is

generally less than one in absolute value (inelastic response) for the

whole time span considered. This indicates that labor’s response to the

change in the price of energy is proportionately small, again most likely

because energy comprises such a small proportion of total cost. The reac-

tion of energy is more elastic than labor, however, it, too, tends to be

small. This reaction indicates that changes in the use of energy are more

responsive than changes in labor, meaning that energy use can be adjusted

more easily in the short run than labor use. In general, “energy use seems

to be more responsive (more elastic) in later steps, indicating that energy

use is more responsive in the long run than in the short run. The differing

responses of energy across sectors are partially explained by differences in

capital across sectors. Differing production processes will also elicit

differing energy reactions across sectors. Some sectors would be expected

to be more able to respond to energy price changes. The reaction of inter-

mediate materials seems to vary the most and have the largest reactions.

This is due to the wide variety of materials used across sectors. The

response of output is generally small, but is large for some sectors. This

again reflects the varying production processes across sectors.
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The relationships of the inputs in this model are harder to summarize

than in the static model. In the static model all reaction is assumed

to occur simultaneously in each year, whereas in this model the path of

adjustment is observable. As reaction of inputs occurs over time, the

relationships may change, perhaps due to accommodations to the price

change in the production procedures. This response cannot be detected

in the static model.

As noted above, the reactions of the twenty-one sectors to an in-

crease in the price of energy have been divided into three groups. In the

first group capital purchases increase in reaction to higher energy prices;

in the majority of sectors in that group energy use decreases, labor use

decreases, materials use and output increase. The reactions in this sector

indicate that some moderate energy saving capital is purchased, partic-

ularly in those sectors where energy use is negative. These sectors are:

food products, electronic equipment, instruments, miscellaneous manufac-

turing and agriculture. The energy saving capital can include direct

conservation types of capital such as insulation or more efficient fur-

naces for plant heating, It also possibly can include some moderate

energy saving changes in the production process. This more capital in-

tensive energy saving production process also uses more material and less

labor in the majority of sectors.

In the second group capital purchases initially increase but decrease

thereafter. The use of labor, energy and materials decrease in most of

the sectors in this group, although energy use subsequently increases in

apparel, printing and publishing, petroleum and coal products, primary

metals and fabricated metals. These responses indicate that it is likely
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that some additional capital is purchased for insulation, more efficient

lighting, etc. Because the capital response subsequently decreases it

indicates that short term capital measures. directed at energy conservation

are more likely than adaptation of a new energy efficient production pro-

cess which would seem to require sustained, increasing capital purchases over

a long period of time.

In the third group, rubber and miscellaneous plastics products, capital

purchases, as well as use of other inputs and outnut, decrease. Tt ~g

apparent that no new capital of any type is purchased in this sector.

Energy saving occurs in response to an increase in the price of energy,

however, the other inputs do not adjust so outrmt decreases.

These results are somewhat difficult to compare to the results of

Berndt-Khaled (1978), or Berndt-Wood (1975) (a study which used the

KLEM model but with a translog cost function) because of their diversity.

The main result of these authors is that capital and energy are strong

complements. This indicates that as energy prices increase, energy use

will decrease and capital purchases or investment will decrease because

of the complementarily between energy and capital. This will most likely

lead to decreases in the capital stock and possibly output. The dynamic

results of this model indicate this type of behavior only in rubber and

plastics products, group III. The majority of sectors, however, display

different behavior. In particular, the sectors in group I: food products,

tobacco products, textile products, paper and allied products, machinery,

electronic equipment, instruments, miscellaneous manufacturing and agri-

culture, show new capital purchases in all time periods considered. This

new capital could be either a new moderately energy efficient production
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process or geared more directly at energy conservation. The second group:

apparel, wood products, furniture and fixtures, printing and publishing,

chemical and allied products, petroleum and coal products, leather products,

stone, clay and glass products, primary metals, fabricated metals and trans-

portation equipment, show initial increases in capital purchases, but

eventual decreases in capital. This indicates capital purchases geared at

energy conservation.

These responses indicate that, generally, some new capital is purchased

in all sectors except rubber products, although the type of capital pur-

chased does vary by group. In most sectors, however, there is no evidence

that energy use continually decreases, so it is unlikely that substantative

changes in production processes occur, except possibly in miscellaneous

manufacturing. In this sense the results of this model agree with the

results of Berndt-Khaled and Berndt-Wood. Adjustments in production

processes involve basic changes in the systemjand energy price increases

to date may not have been sufficient to stimulate this sort of reaction.

One reason that this may be the case is that the energy cost share in all

sectors is very small.

The level of energy prices over the time period studied varies only

slightly. Real energy prices decreased, in general until 1974, when they rose

sharply; the rate of energy price increase decreased somewhat in 1975 and 1976.

Other variables in the system reacted strongly in these last 3 years of data.

These last 3 years of data thus reflect these greatly increased prices. Since

OLS estimates are pulled towards outliers such as these last three years

of data, they and the exchangeability estimates may weight these latter

observations quite heavily. ThuS, the last few years of data may have
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strongly influenced the results of the estimates and the impulse response func-

tion. Since the effect of increased energy prices is what is being measured,

this weighting may not be undesirable, but it could account for the difference

in the reaction of the capital variable in this model from other models. The

studies previously mentioned did not use post-1971 data, so they had no oppor-

tunity to capture these effects. Data differences could also account for dif-

ferences in results between this model and that of Berndt and Khaled.

As discussed above, the reaction of each sector to an energy price in-

crease is unique. Representative sectors were used to facilitate discussion,

however, examination of Tables 1-21 in Appendix 11 confirms the uniqueness of

each sector. Past studies investigating this problem have considered only a

highly aggregate model. The diversity of results across sectors in the VAR

model indicates that aggregation may not be appropriate, therefore conclusions

based on a highly aggregate model may be involved. Aggregation generally as-

sumes that each unit in the aggregation has the same structural form. In the

case of Berndt-Khaled and Berndt-Wood, it is assumed that the same cost struc-

ture underlies each sector. This is a strong assumption but one that is made

out of necessity. However, if policy implications are to be drawn from the

results, the aggregation problem becomes important. The same criticism can be

leveled against this VAR model in that it is assumed that each industry in a

sector has the same underlying stochastic process. In fact each industry with-

in each sector may react differently to shocks in the system. The level of

aggregation in this model is lower, so it might

industries are being aggregated.

5.3 Indirect Effects of Energy Price Increases

be argued that more similar

Most studies dealing with energy consider only the effect of direct

energy use in response to energy price increases. Direct energy use can

be defined as plant use of energy for power, heat and light. The concept
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of indirect usage of energy, as used in this paper, is the energy used in the

production of capital and intermediate materials that are then used in the pro-

duction process. It is likely that capital produced with higher priced energy

will be more expensive, similarly for materials. This higher priced energy

should be reflected in a higher price for capital and materials, so there will

be a double kick from energy price increases.

To see one aspect of the indirect effects of higher energy prices, the re-

sponse of capital and materials prices in reaction to a shock in energy prices

can be examined. The impulse response functions in Tables 1-21 in Appendix

II show an initial increase in the price of capital in only 11 of the 21

sectors. Only 16 sectors show an initial or eventual positive response.g’

The reaction of the price of materials is similar, 11 with an initial price

increase; 17 with an initial or eventual price increase.%’ The reason that

all sectors do not show some increase in these prices of capital or materials

is most likely that these indirect effects may take longer to show up in the

data because of differing production processes. As noted, the data showed

large energy price increases in and following 1974, but before that energy

prices were fairly stable. As more data become available, it can be better

determined how long these indirect effects take to work through the economy.

43/ Sectors: (21) tobacco, (23) apparel, (24) lumber and wood, (25)
furni~re and fixtures, (26) paper products, (27) printing and publishing,
(28) chemical products, (29) petroleum and coal products, (30) rubber
products, (33) primary metals, (37) transportation equipment show an
initial positive response: in addition, sectors (20) food products, (22)
textile productsj (32) stone, clay, glass, (36) electronic equipment and
(40) agriculture show an eventual increase in price of capital, RPK.

44/ Sectors (23) apparel, (24) wood products, (25) furniture and
fixtu~s, (26) paper products, (30) rubber products, (33) primary metals,
(34) fabricated metals, (35) machinery, (36) electronics, (37) transporta-
tion equipment and (38) instruments show an initial positive response;
Sectors (21) tobacco, (22) textiles, (27) printing and publishing, (29)
petroleum and coal products, (31) leather products, and (40) agriculture

show an eventual increase in price of materials, RPIM.
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6. Comparison of the Models

In

will be

results

this section the results of the generalized BOX-COX cost function

compared to the results of the vector autoregressive model. The

of the VAR model are difficult to compare to the GBC model because

VAR model is dynamic, where as the GBC model is static. To facilitate this

comparison, the results of the vector autoregressi.on that are related to

the direct effect of energy price increases will be compared to the results

of the GBC model.

Some similarities exist between the two models. The similarities are

mainly in the size of the elasticities in the models. It was found in the

GBC function that most own and cross elasticities of input demand were in-

elastic. The same was found, in general, for the elasticities of inputs

that responded to increases in price in the VAR. There were a few excep-

tions. For instance, in the response to the price of energy, initial

energy responses were elastic in some sectors. The five sectors considered

in the GBC analysis showed an initial inelastic response of

energy price increase. It was also found that the reaction

energy to

of inputs to

a change in the price of materials was fairly elastic compared to the

response of inputs to changes in other input prices in the VAR. In the GBC

function, elasticities of demand for materials were generally inelastic.

In the GBC analysis, the elasticities of substitution between capital

and energy, a
KE

, were positive in three sectors: paper products, primary

metals and agriculture. In these same sectors, the elasticities, uLE,

were negative. The own elasticities were also negative. These results imply

that energy price increases will cause capital to substitute for energy.

As energy use decreases, labor use will also decrease because of the
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complementarity between energy and labor. Thus, output will become more

capital intensive. The substitution between capital and energy in these

three sectors is limited, so it is possible that output will decrease as

capital purchases may not sufficiently replace energy use. If the relation-

ship between energy and capital had been more flexible (u~ larger), it is

possible that output would not decrease, as investment would have signifi-

cantly increased capital. The complementarily between labor and energy

implies that energy price increases will have a negative effect on employ-

ment in these three sectors, which is not what Berndt and White (1978)

found in the aggregate.

In chemical products and coal and petroleum products, UKE is negative

and o
LE

is positive. These results suggest that energy price increases

will make existing capital undesirable as it is energy inefficient. This

will lead to decreases in

capital stock. Decreases

output and growth. So in

energy prices could exist

investment which over time would decrease the

in the capital stock could lead to decreases in

these two sectors problems of adjustment to higher

This scenario is suggested by Berndt (1978).

Recall, the results of these sectors are similar to those of Berndt and

Khaled. Because only five sectors were analyzed, it cannot be determined

if the majority of sectoral results would be more similar to the majority

of sectors analyzed in this thesis or to the Berndt and Khaled results.

The VAR results show several different responses to an increase in the

price of energy. These responses have been divided into three groups. In the

first group capital showed continued increases, meaning that it was possible

that moderately energy efficient production processes along with energy

saving capital, such as insulation were being purchased. The second group
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showed an initial increase in capital but a subsequent decrease. This

pattern of capital suggests that this capital was primarily of the energy

saving type and did not include new energy efficient production processes

as the capital purchases were not long and sustained as would be expected

for this change in production process. The third group, consisting of only

one sector, rubber products, showed no increase in capital. In this group,

other inputs did not show any adjustment to the increases in the price of

energy. Only group I could show long run adaptation of extensively energy

efficient processes as only this group shows sustained capital investment.

Of this group, only miscellaneous manufacturing

bility as energy use in this sector continually

increased in the other sectors in this group.

showed this as a possi-

fell, whereas it eventually

In general, the results of the GBC model which show K-E substitu-

tability are similar to the results of group I of the VAR which show sus-

tained capital purchases. Two of the three sectors of the GBC model

which show this K-E relationship are in group I of the VAR; these sec-

tors are paper products and agriculture. The results ‘of the GBC model

which show K-E complementarily are similar to the results of group III

which shows sustained decreases

products which was not analyzed

in the GBC model is included in

is more difficult to compare to

in capital. Group III

in the GBC model, thus

group III of the VAR.

the GBC results as its

make it similar to those sectors analyzed with the GBC

contains only rubber

no sector analyzed

Group II of the VAR

first period reactions

which show K-E

substitutability. Later period reactions show decreases in capital which
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makes group II of the VAR comparable to those sectors of the GBC model which

show K-E complementarily. The three remaining sectors analyzed with the

GBC model are contained in group II of the VAR. Of these sectors primary

metals shows K-E substitutability in the GBC analysis and chemical products

and petroleum and coal products show K-E complementarily.

As noted above, the size of the K-E relationships regardless of sign

decrease from 1947 to 1976 and in fact those that have positive sign all

became less than one in 1976, indicating limited substitution. It should

be pointed out that those sectors with the largest positive OKE values are

contained in group I of the VAR, these sectors being paper products and

agriculture. This does indicate a degree of similarity between the results

of the two models. It should also be stated that the limited K-E substi-

tution which occurs in these two sectors is somewhat similar to the capital

increases which occur in group I of the VAR in that some adjustment is

made in the production process to accommodate the decreased use of energy.

However, since elasticities of substitution are less than one in the sectors

of the GBC model andy as previously noted, only miscellaneous manufacturing

shows the possibility of making long run adjustments, it seems that the

accommodationof capital to increased energy prices is limited. ,

The remaining sectors of the GBC model, chemical products, petroleum

and coal products (cr~ < O),and primary metals (uKE > O) fall into group II

of the VAR model. These elasticities of substitution between K and E,

associated with the GBC model for these sectors, although different in

sign 9 are not that different in size in 1976. Notably for chemicals and

petroleum products, OKE is slightly greater than one (in absolute value)

and for primary metals OW is slightly less than one, so the degree of
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complementarity and substitutability is small. The VAR results for group II

indicate that some initial capital purchases are most likely

sulation and other energy saving capital; the relatively small

primary metals could possibly reflect this limited adjustment.

for in-

‘KE ‘or

Group II

then shows- subsequent decreases in capital which indicates that capital.

changes -are-probably not made in the production process, thus adjustment

is limited in this group. This basic result agrees in size, at least, with

the elasticities of substitution between K and E of these three sectors.

No sector in the GBC analysis shows the strong rigidity in the adjustment

process that is shown by group III of the VAR~ consistently large neg-

ative uKE would reflect this rigidity.

Again, it should be stressed that the differences in the adjustment

mechanism in the two models make strict comparison difficult. In the

GBC model it is assumed that adjustment to changes in prices occur within

the same year. In the VAR model it is assumed that adjustment occurs over

a period of several years. The impulse response function can capture the

adjustment path over many years, whereas static elasticities of substitution

cannot. In any case, the difference in adjustment time results in the

estimation of different phenomena. It is not surprising, therefore, that

the results are different. Even in the case where the GBC and.VAR

models give similar results, the phenomena being measured are still different.

The exchangeability prior incorporated into the VAR model might

strongly affect the coefficients if the parameters for each sector were

very similar. In this application the sectoral parameters appeared to be

quite distinct so the exchangeability prior barely altered the coefficients,

so the fact that the exchangeability prior is used in one model (VAR) and

not the other (GBC), is not significant.
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Only five sectors were estimated with the GBC function because of the

computational cost. The cost of estimating all 21 sectors using the VAR

was small. This indicates one advantage of the VAR model. The incorporation

of the exchangeability prior is done easily with the linear VAR, whereas it

is impossible with the nonlinear GBC. The exchangeability prior is useful

as it provides a way of explicitly incorporating the analyst’sprior intui-

tions into the estimation, although in the VAR it changes estimates very

little. The adjustment to energy price increases is a dynamic adjustment

so it is important that the model be able to capture the dynamic aspects

of the process. The VAR provides a way of giving a system a dynamic nature.

Other structural models of input demand that are dynamic in nature are

still being developed.%’ Models of this type involve dynamic optimiza-

tion over time; because the models are usually highly nonlinear, they are

estimated by maximum likelihood estimation. Estimation of this type of

model is more difficult than estimation of the VAR.

7. Policy Implications

In determining an appropriate set of policies the policy goals must first

be stated exDlicitlv. In this case, it seems desirable for society to decrease

the use of energy, given the decreased energy supplies and increased

dependence of the United States on foreign countries for its oil supplies.

Another goal to be considered along with this energy conservation goal is

sustained increases in output, as this assures economic well-being for the

nation in general. The results in this thesis do not indicate that these

goals are incompatible for the majority of sectors in the economy. The

problem is devising a method of achieving these goals.

45/ See Sargent (1978).—
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Before a method is recommended to achieve these goals consider the

policy discussions of other analysts. Berndt and Wood (1975) warn that

giving tax incentives to stimulate investment is inappropriate if capital

and energy are complements as increased capital leads to increased energy

use thus defeating the goal of energy conservation. It should also be noted

that even if capital and energy are not complements that this method may

not be efficient as tax incentives will go to all sectors more or less

equally, and not be directed at those sectors which are the largest or the

most inefficient energy users

Again before policy recommendations can be made it sould be understood

that the results of these models should not be taken as proved facts but rather

as a first attempt to obtain sectoral estimates of “The relationshipsof inputs

in the production process, where energy is taken as a separate input. It

should also be stressed that the most robust result over both models is

the large difference in estimated coefficients and thus relationships

across sectors. This result has an important policy implication, namely

that whatever policy option is used must be flexible enough to allow each

sector to determine how much it will react to that policy option. Any

policy alternative which requires all sectors to utilize it equally will

be inefficient in light of these results.

Given the goals of energy conservation and sustained growth and the

differences among sectors, one policy recommendation is a BTU tax. This

alternative is efficient in two ways. First, taxing fuels on a BTU basis

taxes fuels equally on the basis of heat content, this leads to end use

efficiency (adaptation of the “best” fuel for a particular task). Second,

taxing fuel on a BTU basis allows producers to decide how much to decrease
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consumption of each fuel. This alternative will

of fuels within a sector and adjustment of total

particular sector.

thus allow adjustment

energy usage for a

This policy element induces energy conservation as a 3TU tax increases

the price of all fuels. Since this alternative works through the market

system it allows producers to determine their profit maximizing input

usage accordingly, thus two of the policy criteria are met. As for the

last goal of sustaining growth in output, the results of this thesis indi-

cate that it is likely growth will continue despite energy price increases,

but further analysis is needed to determine accurately if this is the case.

The policy alternative has only been discussed qualitatively, before

enactment it must be quantified. This step goes beyond the scope of this

paper. Quantification would require that simulations be run with the VAR

model by shocking the energy price variable at different levels until the

desired effects are achieved. To quantify the BTU tax with the GBC model,

the GBC model would have to be incorporated into a larger macro model as

was done by Hudson and Jorgenson (1974) because the GBC model structure alone

does not contain the mechanism for determinin~ these macro effects. Simulations

would then have to’be run on this larger macro model using various BTU

taxes, the tax which best achieves the required result is then chosen.

Before quantification of the BTU tax is

highly recommended that improvements in

However, since this task is more easily

a macro model for the GBC function, the

done using the VAR model it is

the capital variable be made.

accomplished than constructing

use of VAR model is suggested.
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The use of the BTU tax will create a pool of funds. It is sug-

gested that these funds be used for the development of alternative sources

of energy as well as more efficient production processes. Although the

results of the models in this paper suggest that some increase in cap-

ital takes place after an energy price increase, that increase is not

large enough to substantially change the capital stock or production

process. It is important, therefore, that research on both alterna-

tive energy sources and new production processes proceed for time lags

between development and implementation will most likely be long.

As in any policy decision, carrying out the policy is not with-

out problems. Since this policy works through the market place, these

problems are hopefully minimized. It should be stressed that this

policy is equitable and efficient in achieving energy conservation and

therefore seems appropriate at this time.

8. Conclusions

One of the main objectives of this paper is to determine the relation-

ship of the use of energy to the use of other inputs in U. S. manufacturing

and agriculture, on a sector by sector basis. In the past, studies have

looked in detail at the relationship between capital and labor. More re-

cently, there have been other studies that have looked at the relationship

of energy to capital, labor and materials, but these have been of an
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aggregate nature. The relationship of inputs is important in determining

how inputs will adjust to higher energy prices. It was felt that a more

disaggregate analysis, in which twenty (two-digit SIC code) manufacturing

industries and agriculture were analyzed separately would indicate the rela-

tionship of inputs in each sector as well as which sectors would have the

most problem adjusting to higher energy prices. It was also felt that the

study would be strengthened by extending the analysis to include post-1974

data, a time period in which energy prices were rising.

Two models were specified to measure the relationships between inputs,

a static highly structured model given in equation (4) and a dynamic

more loosely structured model given in equation (26). The time period

used is 1947-1976. Data were obtained for 21 sectors, including 20 manu-

facturing sectors and agriculture. Unfortunately, the static model is

highly nonlinear and costly to estimate on a sector by sector basis, so

the number of sectors analyzed was reduced to five.

The static generalized BOX-COX model allows nonhomothetic production

and non-neutral technical change. In addition, elasticities of substitu-

tion and input demand can be estimated. Returns to scale, rate of total

cost diminution and total factor productivity can be obtained from the

estimated coefficients. It was shown in equation (15) that total factor

productivity is related to output and input price.

The dynamic modelis a time series model that uses a Bayesian approach.

The prior used is an exchangeability prior which assumes that the sectors

are all structurally related rather than completely independent. This

relationship of the sectors is incorporated by assuming that each coeffi-

cient for each sector, comes from the same distribution, rather than
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independent distributions. The variables chosen in this model are related

to the production process and include output, inputs and input prices. It

was realized that this micro approach could not give accurate reactions of

output as this approach

not consider the demand

In estimating the

i = 1, the generalized

likelihood function in

a 2,=

of the

values

the generalized

concentrates only

side or the macro

on the production

affects on output.

side and does

generalized BOX-COX cost function, it was found that

Leontief case, gave the largest value of the log-

four of the five sectors. In the other sector,

square root quadratic case, gave the largest value

log-likelihood function. The results of the GBC model for the

of ~ associated with the largest log-likelihood function values

indicated that caPital and energywere substitutes in three of the five

sectors considered. These sectors were:

(26) Paper and Allied Products

(33) Primary Metal Industries

(40) Agriculture

The substitution relationship between energy and capital was limited (oKE

less than one) in these sectors. In these same sectors, labor and energy

complements. The implication of these results is that as energy prices

were

increase, capital would replace energy and labor, although the increase in

capital may be small. This would eventually increase unemployment as labor

use decreases with energy use. Although investment may increase, it may not

be large enough to offset decreases in energy and labor, so output could

decrease. In the other two sectors analyzed, problems could arise because in

these two sectors:
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(28) Chemical and Allied Products, and

(29) Petroleum and Coal Products,

capital and energy were complements and labor and energy were substitutes.

This implies eventual decreases in investment which could lead to decreases

in the capital stock and output, since output is capital intensive. The

complementarily here was not large, and it was decreasing over time thus if

policy that encourages the use of energy efficient capital is instituted,

output and growth need not decrease.

It was also found that returns to scale were large and rates of total

cost diminution were low. This gives low estimates of growth rates of

total factor productivity. Total factor productivity was decreased if

energy prices were increased. Finally, technical change was found to be

capital and energy using and labor saving for all sectors; technical change

was materials using for paper products, primary metals and agriculture and

materials saving for chemicals and petroleum and coal products.

The results of this model must be qualified, however, as the standard

errors of the coefficients important in determining the elasticities of

substitution were very large. This model is unrestrictive, which is

good in that it does not force the analyst to make a priori structural

restrictions, but allows the data to do this. There is a tradeoff, in

that this unrestrictive model has many free parameters, 19 to be specific.

Since there are only 30 annual observations, this leaves 11 degrees of

freedom. It is asking much of the data to estimate all of these parameters

accurately. These problems with the estimation emphasize that the results

of the GBC model must be qualified on these several grounds.
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The results of the vector autoregressive model also indicate diversity.

Group I which includes sectors (20) food products, (21) tobacco products, (22)

textile products, (26) paper products, (35) machinery, (36) electronics,

(38) instruments, (39) miscellaneous manufacturing and (40) agriculture

shows sustained

cates that some

towards greater

capital purchases when energy prices increase. This indi-

moderate changes are being made in the production process

energy efficiency. However, in most of these sectors

energy consumption generally increases so it is believed that changes are

not long run in nature (ie. involving technical innovation in production

process, etc.). Group II which includes sectors (23) apparel, (24) wood

products, (25) furniture and fixtures, (27) printing and publishing,

(28) chemicals, (29) petroleum and coal products, (31) leather products,

(32) stone, clay and glass products, (33) primary metals,

metals, and (37) transportion equipment shows an increase

a decrease in response to higher energy prices. This has

(34) fabricated

in capital and then

been interpreted

to be capital purchases of insulation and other direct conservation devices,

but no substantive change in the production process. Group 111 which

includes only sector (30) rubberproducts shows no increase in capital but

rather a decrease in response to increased energy prices. This signifies

no adjustment is made in this sector as energy becomes more costly.

Indirect effects can also be captured with the VAR. Those effects

are contained in the reactions of the price of capital and materials

because energy price increases will affect the production of capital

equipment and materials. Higher energy prices will eventually increase

the price of capital and materials which use this higher priced energy.

Sixteen of the 21 sectors show an increase in the price of capital, due
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to a shock in the price of energy. In 17 sectors, materials price increases

in response to higher energy prices. All sectors do not show an increase.

This is possibly due to the fact that these indirect effects take even

longer to work through the economy. Since energy prices have only increased

since 1974, it is likely that these reactions have not appeared in the data

yet.

The standard errors of the VAR estimates are small compared to the

standard errors of the GBC function. It is possible to do a sectoral analy-

sis incorporating the exchangeability prior with the VAR, but not with the

GBC. The exchangeability prior draws each sector’s coefficients slightly

toward the mean. With the VAR, it was found that the coefficients for each

sector are very different, this strengthens the need for a sectoral analvsis

Because the coefficients for each sector are very different, it is important

that policy based on these results does not restrict all sectors to adopt

identical policies. Policy should be flexible enough to allow each sector

to determine its own product output and input use, and yet achieve the

goals it sets forth, such as energy conservation and sustained output.

The GBC function is too complicated to incorporate the exchangeability

prior. In particular, in the highly nonlinear framework of the GBC func-

tion, estimation poses problems. Incorporation of the exchangeability

prior in the GBC function mandates simultaneous estimation of all sectors.

This gives too many free parameters in the estimation process and is thus

impossible to implement. It would be useful, however, to incorporate the

exchangeability prior if a simpler structural model, such as the translog,

were used. The estimation procedure would be similar to the estimation of
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the VAR, as the translog can be estimated using linear equations. This

would allow incorporation of all data in the estimation of each sector,

yet it is not as restrictive as most pooling procedures.

The results of both models indicate that for the most part some

substitution of capital for energy occurs in the majority of sectors. This

substitution seems to be an immediate response, the installaticm of insu-

lation, etc. or short run in nature, such as some alterations in the

production process. The substitution is not strong enough in either model

to indicate that far reaching changes in the production process have occurred,

such a change would indicate a long-run adjustment to higher energy prices.

This lack of long-run response may be due to the fact that although

energy prices rose significantly in 1974, the rate of increase thereafter was

much smaller until 1979.

was observed, but longer

a small factor share and

stimulate changes in the

It is possible that an initial conservation response

run responses were not needed, because energy has

increases in its price were not sufficient to

production process. Another likely reason why

long run responses have not shown up in the data yet is only three years

of data with increased energy prices were available. Long-run reactions

occur over a long period of time thus most likely require more time to

exhibit themselves in the data. Only studies using subsequent data can

substantiate this point.

Since long-run reactions did not occur,a policy measure to conserve

energy, sustain growth and allow for sectoral differences was proposed.

This policy alternative was a BTU tax. This tax would meet the goals in an

efficient, equitable way. In addition, the funds collected from this tax

can be used to develop new energy sources and new energy-efficient produc-

tion processes.
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Appendix I. Description of Variables Used as Data.
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The time period used for both models is 1947 to 1976. Twenty

manufacturing sectors (2 digit SIC code) and the agricultural sector are

analyzed. The main sources of data used are the Annual Survey of Manufactures

(ASM), 1974-1976; Agricultural Statistics (AS), 1948-1977 and Wholesale Prices—

and Price Indexes (WPPI), 1948-1977. Several series are also obtained from

the National Income and Product Accounts, 1977 (NIPA) which is published

by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). More complete citations are given in

the Data References (p. 128).

The Variables

RY: Real Output

The sectoral nature of the data leads to the use of gross sectoral

output in each sector. This is distinguished from gross output in the GNP

accounts which is a measure of value added. The data series used for the

manufacturing sectors was the value of shipments. This is a series reported

in the ASM. For the agricultural sector, a similar concept was used; this

variable is defined to be value added plus the cost of materials. Value

added is the gross output variable for the farm sector reported in the NIPA.

Cost of materials is reported in AS as expenditures of farmers. Both series.

are in current dollars. These two serieswere summed to obtain the output

variable. The output variables for both manufacturing and agriculture were

divided by the wholesale price index (WPI), 1967=100, to obtain output in

constant 1967 dollars.

K: Capital

The capital variable used for the manufacturing sector was gross book

value. This series is published in ASM. Included in the value of gross
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book value are buildings, structures, machinery and equipment for which

depreciation reserves are maintained. Inventories, land and mineral rights

are not included. This value represents the actual cost of the assets at

the time of acquisition. It also includes all costs that make capital

usable, such as repair costs, If the plant changes ownership, the assets

are revalued at their appraised or purchase price.

A similar capital variable, farm assets,was used for the farm sector.

This capital variable, farm assets, unlike gross book value, contains the

value of land, which is an important agricultural input. The source of this

series is AS.—

Gross book valuewasnot reported by the AS14for a few years in all

sectors. For those years for which it was not reported, gross book value

approximated by an equation given in Christensen and Jorgenson (1969):

(1) Kit = Iit + (l-ui)Kit-l

where Kit is current capital stock (gross book value)

Kit-l is the capital stock (gross book value) in the previous

was

year

‘it
is investment in period t

u.
1

i

If Kit, Kit ~

can be solved

is the depreciation rate and

refers to the sector.

and Iit are known and substituted into equation (l), u
i

for in each sector. This was done for years when these

variables were known. Then for the several years Kit was not available Ui was

estimated by interpolating between the nearest available observations.

Since it was found the Ui did not change much over the period considered,

this seemed to be an adequate procedure.
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It should be acknowledged that there are some problems with the use of

gross book value as the measure of capital. Humphrey and Moroney (1975,

p. 67) point out three shortcomings for cross-sectional use of this data

at a point in time.

1) capital stocks are accumulated in different industries at different

average prices,

2)

of gross

3)

there probably exist unknown interindustry differences in the percent

book value reported which are economically useful, and

there are interindustry differences in capacity utilization rates

of reported book values.

However, because other better measures of capital require extremely detailed

data, the gross book value measurewas used, acknowledging its shortcomings.

For use in the regressions the capital stock measures for manufacturing

and farming (gross book value and farm assets respectively) were deflated by the

wholesale price index, 1967=100. This gives gross book value or farm assets

in constant 1967 dollars. This capital variablewas scaled by a constant.

This constant is:

(2) TCK (1967) =
K (1967)

where TCK is total

Both of these variables

price of capital in 1967,

cost of capital, discussed below.

in (2) are in dollars, so this is a pure number,

This gives the capital variable:

(3) ~ x TCK (1967)
t K (1967)
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Notice for 1967 the capital stock measures equals the actual nominal

capital stock in 1967. This scalingwas done to obtain the quantity of

capital in terms of cost in 1967 as the capital variable. Thus , this capital

variable is

in terms of

TCK : Total

comparable to the other input quantities which are also measured

cost in 1967 dollars.

Cost of Capital*

Ruggles and Ruggles (1970, p. 57) suggest that “an estimate of the

contribution of capital (i.e. the capital charge) could be based on capital

consumption together with a

Ruggles argue against using

reasons. They state that:

proper imputed interest charge.” Ruggles and

measured profits in capital cost for several

“merely because capital is employed in a highly

profitable industry, it does not necessarily follow that the contribution

of capital is high. Monopoly for example, may be highly profitable and

provide a return to the enterprise over and above the contribution of either

capital or labor. Profit may also arise from entrepreneurial skill or

exploitation of labor, which results in underpayment of these factors of

production.” 2’

The Ruggles and Ruggles suggestion of using capital consumption plus the

proper imputed interest charge for cost of capitalwas taken. Capital

consumption allowance reported by the BEA in NIPA on a sectoral basis was

used for the capital consumption variable. This variables measures depreciation

~/ Rtiggles,R. and N. Ruggles (1970, p. 56).

* The cost of capital concept utilized in this thesis is the service

flow of capital.
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on plant and equipment. The proper imputed interest that should be added

to capital consumption is the opportunity cost of holding that capital.

The opportunity cost is the interest foregone because capital is held rather

than invested in

of the plant and

imputed interest

interest bearing assets.~’ To do this, the market value

equipment of the firm is needed, as well as the proper

3/
rate on an aggregate sectoral basis.—

Since the preferred measures were not available, a proxy variable was

used. The proxy variable is the net interest variable also reported by the

BEA in the NIPA. Net interest measures the interest paid by the firm

minus the interest received by the firm.

IU?K: Real Price of Capital

The price of capitalwas obtained by dividing current dollar

capital costs in each industry by that industry’s current dollar capital

stock, gross book value for the manufacturing sector or farm assets for the

agricultural sector. This resultant quotient is a pure number which reflects

the price of capital. This numberwas put into index form by dividing the

price in each sector by that sector’s 1967 price. This indexwas then

divided by the WPI, 1967 = 100, to give the price of capital index in

1967 dollars.

~/ This is the correct imputation according to Ruggles and Ruggles.

3_/ No data for value of plant and equipment at replacement cost could

be found.
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L: Labor

The labor variables available for manufacturing in the ASM are:

total number of employees (production plus nonproduction workers), number

of production employees, manhours of production employees and total

compensation of employees. The number of nonproduction employeeswas obtained

by subtracting number of production employees from total number of employees.

The manhours of nonproduction employees are not reported most likely

because these nonproduction employees (supervisor and higher positions)

are salaried. Since salaried employees are often paid on the basis of a

40 hour week, this assumptionwas made. Itwas also assumed that these

employees work a 50 week year. The number of nonproduction employees was

then multiplied by 2000 (40x50) to give manhours of nonproduction employees

for that year. The production and nonproduction manhours were summed to

give total manhours. Total manhourswere then multiplied by the educational

adjustment index published by Berndt and White (1978). This index adjusts

manufacturing labor for the change in education and thus the quality of labor

input.

For agriculture, total manhours used in the farm enterprise reported

in ASwas used. This series includes hired labor, family labor and—

operator labor.

The labor variable discussed above is in physical units, manhours.

To convert this input variable to the same 1967 dollar units the other

input variables are in, the variablewas multiplied by wages in 1967.

The units of the quantity of labor input variable in (5)were then in

terms of cost in 1967 dollars. Notice in 1967 this quantity is equal to

total cost of labor.
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TCL: Total Cost of Labor

Total employee compensationwas the total cost variable used for the

manufacturing sectors. This series is published in the ASM.

For the agricultural sector, total costwas obtained by multiplying

price of labor (described below) by the labor variable (described above).

The total cost of labor for the twenty manufacturing sectors and

agriculture were deflated by the wholesale price index, 1967=1OO, to obtain

total cost in constant 1967 dollars.

RPL: Real Price of Labor

The price of labor for the manufacturing sectors was obtained by

dividing total cost of labor by the quantity of labor (in man-hours). The

price of labor ‘rasthen in terms of $/man-hour. To put this price into index

form to make it comparable to the price of other inputs, the wage rate in

each yearwas divided by the wage in 1967. This was done for each sector.

This wage indexwas then deflated by the WPI, 1967 = 100; this gave the wage

index in constant 1967 dollars.

For the agricultural sector, total cost of laborwas computed as the

opportunity cost of agricultural labor. Since the most likely alternative

is employment in manufacturing, the opportunity cost used is the wage rate

of production employees in manufacturing. This series was derived from the

data published by the ASM and published in Berndt and White (1978). The

opportunity cost was used because the only reported agricultural wage is that

paid to hired workers. This wage does not reflect the wage of the farmer-

operator or his family, which is substantially higher than the wage of hired

workers. The reported agricultural wage also does not include other
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elements of employee compensation. This wage rate was put into index form

by dividing wage in each period by the wage in 1967, This wage index ~a~

divided by the WPI, 1967=100, to give the wage index in constant 1967

dollars. The wage rate, $/man-hour,wasmultiplied by man-hours to give

total cost of labor in agriculture which was discussed above.

E: Energy

For the manufacturing sectors the energy variablewas derived from the

total cost of energy and the energy price index. Both total cost of energy

and the energy price index are described below. The energy types included

in this variable include: coal, coke, residual fuel oil, distillate fuel

oil, natural gas and electricity used for heat, light and power in manufacturing.

The units of the quantity of energy variable are in cost in 1967 dollars.

For the agricultural sector, quantities of energy were estimated as

follows:

The U.S. Department of Agriculture has published energy use in

agriculture for 1974 (USDA, 1974). The USDA has also calculated energy use

for 1975 and 1976. These latter figures were obtained through personal

cor~espondence. The construction of the energy variablewas based on several

assumptions which were utilized by the USDA in constructing the 1974

energy data base. First the petroleum fuels and coal were linked to the

number of acres harvested. Gallons of fuel per acre (or tons of coal/acre) in

1974 determined the amount of petroleum fuel used per acre for the time

period 1947-1973. These liquid petroleum fuels are: gasoline, diesel

fuel, fuel oil and LP gas. In addition, over the past twenty years, there

has been a trend toward using diesel fuel in place of gasoline. This trend
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was accounted for in the construction of the variable in the following way.

Percentages of diesel fuel and gasoline used in 1952-1961 were found in

Farm Cost Situation (USDA, Nov. 1961). The relative percentage of diesel

fuel and gasoline used in 1974 were calculated from the 1974 data. The trend

was continued

also assumed

from 1961 to 1974 assuming a constant rate of growth. It was

in 1947 the relative percentage of gasoline to diesel fuel

was 99:1, (this ratio was 94:6 in 1952) from 1952 to 1947 a constant rate

of decrease in diesel fuel usage was assumed. The gallons per acre obtained

above for gasoline and diesel fuel were then altered by the relative

percentages of these fuels used.

Another key assumption to the development of the energy data in

agriculture was the linking of natural gas usage to acres irrigated.

Natural gas use in agriculture is primarily for crop drying and irrigation.

A correspondent at the USDA suggested that irrigated acres would give the

best trend for natural gas usage. The 1974 value of cubic feet of natural

gas/irrigated acre was obtained from the 1974 energy data. Irrigated

acreage is a series given in AS. This ratio of cubic feet of natural gas/—

irrigated acre in 1974was multiplied by the irrigated acreage in each year

to obtain natural gas usage in that year.

Electricity data were available from the Rural Electrification

Administration (REA) published in the AS. These data contain home use, so—

home use must be subtracted out. Home usage of electricity was reported

as 12% of total usage in 1974 (the figure obtained for 1974 indicated

moderate electricity use in the farm household). It was assumed that

home consumption was a constant 12% of reported usage. This amount was

subtracted from the amount reported by the REA.
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The fuel estimates discussed are in the physical units in which they

are most commonly purchased (e.g. gallons, cubic feet, tons or kwh.) .

If these energy data were to be aggregated to form a physical unit measure,

these energy series would have to be converted to BTU’S, However, all

other inputs are on a dollar basis. To obtain a dollar measure, the

physical energy units were multiplied by their respective prices and

4/
surmnedto find total cost of energy in agriculture.— These physical

energy units were also used in the calculation of a Lespeyres energy price

index (described below). The total cost of energywas divided by the price

index for energy to give the energy variable in terms of cost in 1967

dollars.

RYE: Real Price of Energy

A price index for energy in each manufacturing sector was:,not

available. Therefore, a Lespeyres price index (1967=100)was constructed

for each sector using energy prices reported in the UPPI put out by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics. These priceswere the same for all

manufacturing sectors; quantities differed from sector to sector.

Quantities are reported in the ASM in 5 year intervals. For the

agricultural sector, the prices were taken from the prices paid by farmers

reported in the ~; if unavailable in this source, the wholesale fuel

price was used. This is reasonable because for those periods when the same

fuel price was available in both sources, the difference was small.

The Lespeyres price index used quantity weights from 1967 in

proportion to use in 1967. These price indexeswere deflated by the WPI,

(1967=100), putting the price of energy in constant 1967 dollars.

~/ Berndt (1978) argues for an energy index based on price not energy

content as price reflects energy content as well as other properties of the fuel.
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TCE: Total Cost of Energy

The total cost of energy for use in heat, power and light in

manufacturing used in this paper, is a series reported annually by the ASM.

The total cost of energy for agriculturewas obtained by multiplying

prices of the fuels reported in the AS (or if not available, the wholesale—

price of fuel, as discussed under the price of energy) by the physical units

described above.

The total cost in current dollars in both manufacturing and

agriculturewas then deflated by the WPI, 1967=100, to give total cost of

energy in 1967 dollars.

IM: Intermediate Materials

A measure of the quantity of intermediate materials wss obtained by

dividing the total cost of intermediate materials by the price index in

manufacturing and farm sectors (described below). Intermediate materials

in manufacturing include all raw, semifinished goods, parts, containers,

scrap and supplies put into production for operation or repair. It excludes

advertising, insurance, research, development, consulting services of other

establishments and other overhead costs.

For agriculture, these intermediate materials include feed purchased,

feeder livestock purchased, seed and fertilizer purchased and miscellaneous

inputs.

TCM: Total Cost of Materials

Total cost of intermediate materials is published by the ASM for the

2-digit SIC code manufacturing sectors for 1960-1976. It is reported for

4-digit SIC codes for the remaining years. These 4-digit SIC code sectors
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were summed to form

include the cost of

cost.

For the

was obtained

expenditures

the 2-digit SIC code sectors. These

energy which was subtracted from the

materials costs

total materials

agricultural sector, the cost of intermediate materials costs

from expenses for intermediate materials of farmers. These

are published annually in the AS.—

These total costs of materialswere originally in current dollars for

all sectors. These total costs for intermediate

to constant 1967 dollars by dividing by the WPI,

mm: Real Price of Intermediate Materials

For the price of intermediate materials for

materials were converted

1967=100.

manufacturing, the

wholesale price index for intermediate materials, supplies and components

was used. This price index is published annually by the WPPI. There

existed only one of these wholesale price indexes for intermediate

materials; this index

preferable to have an

was used for all sectors. It would have been

individual price series for each sector, however,

no such series were available.

For agriculture, the prices paid by fanners for all enterprise

related commodities was used. This index includes elements of energy and

capital, however, a comprehensive index with only the selected intermediate

inputs does not exist. This series is published in AS annually.—

It should be noted that all series obtained from the ASM are not

available for 1948. These series

value, number of total employees,

manhours, employees compensation,

include: value of shipments, gross book

number of production employees, production

total cost of energy and total cost of
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materials. The 1948 data were obtained by interpolation assuming a constant

rate of growth between 1947 and 1949.

The units of all like variables are the same. That is, gross output

and total cost are always in constant 1967 dollars. Price is always a price

index in constant 1967 dollars. Quantity is always a dollar value, the actual

units are cost in 1967 dollars. In variables where quantity originated in

physical terms such as labor, these physical units (such as manhours) were

changed to cost in 1967 dollars. This was done because all inputs are not

available in physical units and it is useful to have all inputs in the same

units when interpreting results. Total cost is in constant 1967 dollars.

Interested readers should see the thesis of the author for the data

used in the estimation of the GBC and VAR models.
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Appendix II. Impulse Response Function for Increase in the Price of Energy.
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Appendix III. Factor Cost Shares for 21 Sectors.
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Table 22. Factor Cost Shares for 21 Sectors of the U.S. Economy, 1947,
1957, 1967 and 1976.*

Sector Sector
Cost Shares

No. Name Year Capital Labor Energy Materials

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Food and Kindred
Products

Tobacco
Products

Textile Mill
Product:

Apparel, Other
Textile
Products

Lumber and Wood
Products

Furniture and
Fixtures

Paper and Allied
Products

Printing and
Publishing

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

.014

.021

.024

.025

.011

.020

.030

.095

.014

.030

.040

.038

.006

.008

.012

.016

.027

.050

.061

.073

.024

.018

.024

.026

.020

.047

.061

.059

.017

.028

.036

.044

.148

.174

.145

.115

.097

.104

.112

.119

.334

.789

.261

.240

.340

.334
326

:315

.342

.301

.291

.235

.417

.375

.375

.343

.230

.259

.265

.211

.520

.488

.470

.433

.011

.012

.010

.014

.003

.003

.004

.009

.020

.019

.017

.032

.004

.005

.006

.008

.017

.019

.021

.025

.011

.010

.010

.015

.056

.038

.034

.066

.008
,008
.008
,012

.826

.794

.821

.845

.889

.873

.854

.777

.632

.662

.682

.690

.651

.654

.656

.660

.613

.630

.627

.668

.548

.596

.591

.616

.714

.656

.640

.664

.455

.477

.486
511..
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Table 22. Factor Cost Shares for 21 Sectors of the U.S. Economy, 1947,
1957, 1967 and 1976. (cont.)

Cost Shares
Sector Sector
No. Name Year Capital Labor Energy Materials

K L E M

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

Chemicals and
Allied Products

Petroleum and
Coal Products

Rubber, Misc.
Plastics
Products

Leather, Leather
Products

Stone, Clay
and Glass
Products

Primary Metal
Industries

Fabricated Metal
Products

Machinery,
except
Electrical

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

1947
1957
1967
1976

.024

.067

.073

.075

.019

.029

.050

.035

.027

.045

.046

.049

.006

.012

.019

.020

.031

.061

.076

.065

.021

.055

.067

.059

.020

.028

.032

.038

.021

.038

.049

.057

.233

.255

.236

.173

.107

.080

.064

.033

.338

.308

.339

.783

.300

.359

.358

.322

.457

.380

.355

.313

.233

.270

.248

.208

.396

.369

.347

.304

.466

.446

.382

.332

.036

.054

.044

.075

.014

.019

.024

.028

.020

.017

.018

.031

.007

.009

.008

.013

.097

.074

.059

.096

.085

.060

.041

.066

.016

.014

.013

.019

.014

.013

.010

.013

.707

.625

.647

.677

.860

.873

.861

.904

.615

.630

.597

.636

.687

.620

.615

.646

.415

.485

.511

.526

.661

.615

.644

.667

.569

.589

.608

.638

.499

.503

.560

.597
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Table 22. Factor Cost Shares for 21 Sectors of the U.S. Economy, 1947,

1957> 1967 and 1976” (cont.)

Sector Sector Cost Shares
No. Name Year Capital Labor Energy Materials

K L E M

36 Electric,
Electronic
Equipment

1947
1957
1967
1976

.016

.034

.038

.070

.467

.431

.385

.344

.013

.011

.009

.014

.504

.525

.569

.572

37 Transportation
Equipment

1947
1957
1967
1976

.014

.031

.057

.038

.307

.379

.257

.226

.010

.010

.006

.010

.669

.581

.679

.725

38 Instruments,
Related
Products

1947
1957
1967
1976

.012

.037

.070

.030

.463

.482

.409

.411

.009

.009

.008

.014

.516

.472

.513

.545

39 Miscellaneous
Manufacturing

1947
1957
1967
1976

.023

.024

.014

.041

.495

.504

.430

.343

.014

.015

.009

.016

.468

.456

.548

.600

40 Agriculture 1947
1957
1967
1976

.036

.086

.128

.159

.688

.625

.440

.352

.055

.055

.046

.051

.220

.235

.386

.439

P.x.

:~Thecost share for each input is defined to be ~ where i = K,L,E,M.
-,-.
J-L

The data used for P. and Xi described in Appendix I were substitutedinto
1

this expression to obtain the cost share data in this table.




